SCHRATTER FOODS INCORPORATED (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
333 FAIRFIELD ROAD
FAIRFIELD, NJ 07004

Registered Apr. 3, 1984
Renewal Term Begins Apr. 3, 2014

FOR: CHEESE, IN CLASS 29 (U.S. CL. 46).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,220,193.

Reg. No. 1,272,953
TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER
Reg. No. 1,357,043
Registered Aug. 27, 1985
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 30
TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

GENERAL MILLS MARKETING, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
NUMBER ONE GENERAL MILLS BOULEVARD
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426
FOR: SEASONED BREADED STUFFING MIXES, IN CLASS 30 (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 9-6-1983; IN COMMERCE 9-6-1983.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 536,524 AND 938,994.
DIVERSI-PLAST

Reg. No. 1,386,018
Registered Mar. 11, 1986
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 21

LIBERTY DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRIES, INC. (MINNESOTA CORPORATION)
5600 NORTH HIGHWAY 169
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55428

FOR: [ PORTABLE PLASTIC CONTAINERS FOR COMMERCIAL USE ], IN CLASS 20 (U.S. CL. 2).

TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

FOR: PORTABLE PLASTIC CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, IN CLASS 21 (U.S. CL. 2).

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
HANDY WICK

Reg. No. 1,484,960
Registered Apr. 19, 1988
New Cert. Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 4

THE STERNO GROUP LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
1 EAST WEAVER STREET
GREENWICH, CT 06831

FOR: FOOD WARMING FUEL, IN CLASS 4 (U.S. CL. 15).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 765,717 AND OTHERS.


Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
DIVERSI-PLAST

Reg. No. 1,663,424
Registered Nov. 5, 1991
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

Liberty Diversified Industries, Inc. (Minnesota Corporation)
5600 North Highway 169
Minneapolis, MN 55428

FOR: Corrugated plastic sheet materials sold as sheet goods or cut
and scored to form products, in Class 17 (U.S. Cls. 1, 35 and 50).


Trademark

Principal Register

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Michelle K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
HERITAGE HALL OF HONOR

Reg. No. 1,823,947
Registered Feb. 22, 1994
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 42

STATE FAIR OF TEXAS (TEXAS NON-PROFIT CORPORATION),
3921 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. BLVD.
DALLAS, TX 75210
FOR: PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF TEXAS CITIZENS WHO HAVE MADE ENDURING CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE USEFUL ARTS AND SCIENCES, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CL. 100).

SERVICE MARK
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HALL OF HONOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
CHELLY COSMETIC MANUFACTURING, INC. (FLORIDA CORPORATION)
1843 NW 93 AVENUE
DORAL, FL 33172

FOR: [NAIL POLISH, ] NAIL POLISH REMOVER, IN CLASS 3 (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 5-6-1993; IN COMMERCE 5-6-1993.

SER. NO. 74-454,255, FILED 11-4-1993.
Reg. No. 1,884,026
Registered Mar. 14, 1995
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 41

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
10201 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064


SERVICE MARK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 199,107, 1,795,301 AND OTHERS.


Michelle K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
A TRADITION THAT HONORS THE HIGHEST STANDARDS

Reg. No. 1,903,518
Registered July 4, 1995
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 14

I. B. GOODMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. (OHIO CORPORATION)
120 EAST THIRD STREET
NEWPORT, KY 41071

FOR: JEWELRY, IN CLASS 14 (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-0-1994; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1994.


TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
BRINGS THE OUTSIDE IN...INSTANTLY

Reg. No. 2,474,889
Registered Aug. 7, 2001
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 11

ATWOOD MOBILE PRODUCTS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
1120 NORTH MAIN STREET
ELKHART, IN 46514

FOR: VENTILATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY VENTILATING FANS FOR LAND VEHICLES,
BOATS, CAMPERS AND TRAILERS, IN CLASS 11 (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 4-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1985.

TRADEMARK

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
FAN--TASTIC VENT

Reg. No. 2,477,081
Registered Aug. 14, 2001
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 11

ATWOOD MOBILE PRODUCTS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
1120 NORTH MAIN STREET
ELKHART, IN 46514

FOR: VENTILATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY VENTILATING FANS FOR LAND VEHICLES,
BOATS, CAMPERS AND TRAILERS, IN CLASS 11 (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 4-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1985.

TRADEMARK
SER. NO. 75-644,746, FILED 2-22-1999.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
CREATE-A-BREEZE

Reg. No. 2,490,796
Registered Sep. 18, 2001
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 11

ATWOOD MOBILE PRODUCTS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
1120 NORTH MAIN STREET
ELKHART, IN 46514

FOR: VENTILATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY VENTILATING FANS FOR USE ON LAND VEHICLES, SLEEPER CABS FOR TRUCKS, BOATS, CAMPERS AND TRAILERS, IN CLASS 11 (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 6-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1999.


PRINCIPAL REGISTER
ATWOOD MOBILE PRODUCTS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)  
1120 NORTH MAIN STREET  
ELKHART, IN 46514  
Registered Oct. 9, 2001  
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014  
Int. Cl.: 11  
FOR: VENTILATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY VENTILATING FANS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BOATS, CAMPERS AND TRAILERS, IN CLASS 11 (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).  
FIRST USE 4-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1985.  
TRADEMARK  
PRINCIPAL REGISTER
ENDLESS BREEZE

Reg. No. 2,767,609
Registered Sep. 23, 2003
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 11

TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

ATWOOD MOBILE PRODUCTS LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
1120 NORTH MAIN STREET
ELKHART, IN 46514

FOR: VENTILATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY VENTILATING FANS FOR USE ON LAND VEHICLES, SLEEPER CABS FOR TRUCKS, BOATS, CAMPERS AND TRAILERS, IN CLASS 11 (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,490,796.

UMBRELLAGIRLS USA (CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
7 CORTE SAN BENITO
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903

FOR: PROVIDING EVENT MODELS, HOSPITALITY HOSTESSES, UMBRELLA AND TROPHY GIRLS TO MOTORSPORTING EVENTS FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-2-2002.

SER. NO. 76-473,671, FILED 12-6-2002.
Reg. No. 2,842,426
Registered May 18, 2004
Renewal Term Begins May 18, 2014
10 Year Renewal/Corrected
Int. Cl.: 35
SERVICE MARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

UMBRELLAGIRLS USA (CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
7 CORTE SAN BENITO
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903

FOR: PROVIDING EVENT MODELS, HOSPITALITY HOSTESSES, UMBRELLA AND TROPHY GIRLS TO MOTORSPORTING EVENTS FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-2-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "UMBRELLA GIRLS USA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SER. NO. 76-473,672, FILED 12-6-2002.

Michelle L. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
FOR: PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION ON MACHINERY, NAMELY, MOTORS AND ENGINES OF ALL KINDS, SHIPS, AIR-CONDITIONING APPARATUS, GENERATORS OF ELECTRICITY WITH WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION SYSTEMS, CONSTRUCTION MACHINES AND APPARATUS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED, GENERATORS OF ELECTRICITY, TRACTORS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING; RETAIL OUTLETS FEATURING MACHINERY, NAMELY, MOTORS AND ENGINES OF ALL KINDS, SHIPS, AIR-CONDITIONING APPARATUS, GENERATORS OF ELECTRICITY WITH WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION SYSTEMS, CONSTRUCTION MACHINES AND APPARATUS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED, GENERATORS OF ELECTRICITY, TRACTORS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-8-2002.

FOR: REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF MACHINERY, NAMELY, MOTORS AND ENGINES OF ALL KINDS, SHIPS, AIR-CONDITIONING APPARATUS, GENERATORS OF ELECTRICITY WITH WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION SYSTEMS, CONSTRUCTION MACHINES AND APPARATUS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED, GENERATORS OF ELECTRICITY, TRACTORS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF MACHINERY, NAMELY MOTORS AND ENGINES OF ALL KINDS, SHIPS, AIR-CONDITIONING APPARATUS, GENERATORS OF ELECTRICITY WITH WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION SYSTEMS, CONSTRUCTION MACHINES AND APPARATUS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED, GENERATORS OF ELECTRICITY, TRACTORS, AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING, IN CLASS 37 (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 7-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-8-2002.

SER. NO. 76-432,916, FILED 7-2-2002.
FULD & COMPANY INC. (MASSACHUSETTS CORPORATION)
131 OLIVER STREET, 3RD FLOOR
BOSTON, MA 02110

Registered Oct. 19, 2004

FOR: PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS AND COMPETITIVE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

First Use 0-0-1995; In Commerce 0-0-1995.

Int. Cl.: 35

SERVICE MARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER
Reg. No. 2,926,323
Registered Feb. 15, 2005
Renewal Term Begins Feb. 15, 2015
10 Year Renewal/Corrected
Int. Cls.: 35, 41 and 45
SERVICE MARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY PARTNERSHIPS, LLC (NEW MEXICO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
4604 COLUMBINE AVE. NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87113

FOR: BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES NAMELY DEVELOPMENT, INTEGRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF BEST PRACTICE SOLUTIONS; CONDUCTING TAILORED TECHNOLOGY TRAINING SURVEYS; BUSINESS TRAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT; BUSINESS RESEARCH AND SURVEYS; BUSINESS CONSULTATION; BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING STARTUP SUPPORT FOR BUSINESSES OF OTHERS; CONSULTING SERVICE TO BUSINESS, GOVERNMENT, EDUCATION, AND ASSOCIATIONS, NAMELY PROVIDING BUSINESS PLANNING, ORGANIZATIONAL ASSESSMENT, AND PLANNING, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


FOR: SECURITY SERVICES, NAMELY, TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE, COUNTER-TERRORISM, ANTI-TERRORISM, SAFETY MANAGEMENT, PHYSICAL, CYBER, AND OPER-
Reg. No. 2,926,323 ATIONAL SECURITY ASSESSMENT, PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT, INTEGRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION, IN CLASS 45 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


SER. NO. 78-244,122, FILED 4-30-2003.
AMBRIA PETITELITES

Reg. No. 2,970,296
Registered July 19, 2005
New Cert. Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 4 and 21

FOR: DISPOSABLE CANDLES, IN CLASS 4 (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FOR: CANDLE HOLDERS, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, IN CLASS 21 (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,231,661, 2,516,491 AND 2,551,723.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PETITELITES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SMITH'S FOOD & DRUG CENTERS, INC. (OHIO CORPORATION)
1550 SOUTH REDWOOD AVENUE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84104
Registered May 16, 2006
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 30
FOR: ROLLS; WHITE BREAD; HOT DOG BUNS; HAMBURGER BUNS; ENGLISH MUFFINS,
in class 30 (U.S. CL. 46).
TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER
Reg. No. 3,103,212
Registered June 13, 2006
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 9, 35, 36, 37, 40 and 41

THE MCGRAW-HILL COMPANIES

MCGRAW HILL FINANCIAL, INC. (NEW YORK CORPORATION)
1221 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK, NY 10020

FOR: HOUSE MARK FOR PRE-RECORDED CD-ROMS, COMPUTER DISCS, AUDIO TAPES AND VIDEO TAPES ALL FEATURING GENERAL NEWS, BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION, INFORMATION IN THE CONSTRUCTION AND AVIATION INDUSTRIES AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-26-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-26-1995.

TRADEMARK

FOR: HOUSE MARK FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION; HOUSE MARK FOR CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS IN THE FIELDS OF FINANCE, BUSINESS, [EDUCATION, AVIATION,] ENERGY, [BROADCASTING,] HEALTHCARE AND CONSTRUCTION; HOUSE MARK FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION ONLINE, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-26-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-26-1995.

SERVICE MARK

FOR: HOUSE MARK FOR FINANCIAL CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL RESEARCH; RATING OF SECURITIES AND MUTUAL FUNDS; AND SECURITY BROKERAGE SERVICES; PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASES FEATURING FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT INFORMATION, IN CLASS 36 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-26-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-26-1995.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

FOR: HOUSE MARK FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ONLINE TO THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IN THE FIELD OF CONSTRUCTION, IN CLASS 37 (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-26-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-26-1995.

FOR: HOUSE MARK FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ONLINE TO THE ENERGY INDUSTRY IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY GENERATION AND PRODUCTION, IN CLASS 40 (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-26-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-26-1995.

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
FOR: HOUSE MARK FOR [ A FULL LINE OF ] PUBLISHING SERVICES NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF [ BOOKS, ] PAMPHLETS [, ] * AND * BROCHURES [, TESTS AND TESTING SHEETS PROVIDED IN PRINT, ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS RELATING TO A FULL LINE OF SUBJECT MATTERS; STANDARDIZED TESTING AND SCORING; SCORING OF STANDARDIZED TESTS SERVICES; TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMMING SERVICES ] ; CONDUCTING AWARDS PROGRAMS PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO PEOPLE, BUSINESS ENTITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN A VARIETY OF FIELDS THROUGH THE ISSUANCE OF AWARDS, IN CLASS 41 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-26-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-26-1995.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


Reg. No. 3,103,212
TRAVEL PLANNERS, INC. (NEW YORK CORPORATION)
381 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10016

FOR: MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS AND PROVIDING CONVENTION HOUSING, IN CLASS 43 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-8-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SER. NO. 76-661,800, FILED 6-19-2006.
TRAVEL PLANNERS, INC. (NEW YORK CORPORATION)
381 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10016

CORRECTED NOV. 25, 2014
FOR: MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS AND PROVIDING CONVENTION HOUSING, IN CLASS 43 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-11-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-11-2005.

SERVICE MARK
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
SER. NO. 76-661,801, FILED 6-19-2006.
RESOPEN

Reg. No. 3,232,241

TRAVEL PLANNERS, INC. (NEW YORK CORPORATION)
381 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10016

Registered Apr. 24, 2007

FOR: MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS AND PROVIDING CONVENTION HOUSING, IN CLASS 43 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

FIRST USE 7-11-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-11-2005.

Int. Cl.: 43

SERVICE MARK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

SER. NO. 76-661,802, FILED 6-19-2006.
EVENT HEADLINER

Reg. No. 3,238,689
Registered May 8, 2007
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 43

TRAVEL PLANNERS, INC. (NEW YORK CORPORATION)
381 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10016

FOR: MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS AND PROVIDING CONVENTION HOUSING, IN CLASS 43 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SER. NO. 76-661,803, FILED 6-19-2006.

Michelle K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
IMPACT PROTECTION PLAN

Reg. No. 3,238,690
Registered May 8, 2007
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 43

TRAVEL PLANNERS, INC. (NEW YORK CORPORATION)
381 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10016

FOR: MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS AND PROVIDING CONVENTION HOUSING, IN CLASS 43 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 4-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.

SERVICE MARK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SER. NO. 76-661,805, FILED 6-19-2006.
{}
ELEGANT LIGHTING FOR
EVERYDAY LIVING

Reg. No. 3,344,154
Registered Nov. 27, 2007
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 11

GOLDEN DRAGON ASSOCIATION, INC. (FLORIDA CORPORATION), DBA GOLDEN LIGHTING,
2851 INDUSTRIAL PLAZA DRIVE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
FOR: LIGHTING FIXTURES, IN CLASS 11 (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.

TRADEMARK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

SER. NO. 78-932,495, FILED 7-19-2006.
Health Market Science

Reg. No. 3,409,104
Registered Apr. 8, 2008
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 35 and 44

HEALTH MARKET SCIENCE, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
SUITE 200
2700 HORIZON DRIVE
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19428

FOR: COLLECTING, ANALYZING, COMPILING AND INTEGRATING DATA IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SERVICE MARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

FOR: PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE FEATURING HEALTHCARE DATA, IN CLASS 44 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH MARKET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SER. NO. 78-840,869, FILED 3-20-2006.
NPI Right

Reg. No. 3,409,105
Registered Apr. 8, 2008
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 35 and 44

SERVICE MARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

HEALTH MARKET SCIENCE, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
2700 HORIZON DRIVE
SUITE 200
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406

FOR: COLLECTING, ANALYZING, COMPILING, CLEANING UP, AND INTEGRATING
DATA IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES; COLLECTION,
PREPARATION, COMPOSITION, PROCESSING, ACQUISITION AND PROVISION OF
BUSINESS INFORMATION, DATA, STATISTICS AND INDICES; PROVIDING BUSINESS
INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET, CABLE NETWORK OR OTHER FORMS OF DATA
TRANSFER, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-11-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-11-2005.

FOR: PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE FEATURING HEALTHCARE DATA, IN CLASS
44 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-11-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-11-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NPI", APART FROM THE
MARK AS SHOWN.

SER. NO. 78-841,070, FILED 3-20-2006.

Michelle K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office
Reg. No. 3,443,043
Registered June 3, 2008
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 42

SAGE PUBLICATIONS, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
2455 TELLER ROAD
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91320

FOR: PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF MEDICAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL RESEARCH IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE SCIENCE, BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES,
CLINICAL MEDICINE, PSYCHOLOGY, PSYCHIATRY, NURSING, FOOD SCIENCE,
PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS, COMPUTING, MATERIAL SCIENCE, ENGINEERING, CHEM-
ISTRY, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, IN CLASS
42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SER. NO. 78-970,204, FILED 9-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "S" IN AN OVAL AND TO THE RIGHT
IS THE WORD "SAGE".


United States Patent and Trademark Office

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
HMS Affiliations

Reg. No. 3,499,139
Registered Sep. 9, 2008
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 35

HEALTH MARKET SCIENCE, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
SUITE 200
2700 HORIZON DRIVE
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406

FOR: PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICIAN AFFILIATION RELATIONSHIPS, NAMELY, HOSPITAL, GROUP PRACTICE AND LONG TERM CARE AFFILIATIONS, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SERVICE MARK
FIRST USE 5-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2005.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AFFILIATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SER. NO. 78-840,895, FILED 3-20-2006.
Reg. No. 3,516,839
Registered Oct. 14, 2008
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 30

TRADEMARK

MOLINOS DE EL SALVADOR, SOCIEDAD ANONIMA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE (EL SALVADOR SOCIEDAD ANONIMA), BOULEVARD DEL EJERCITO NACIONAL, SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR

FOR: COOKIES, IN CLASS 30 (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 9-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-26-2006.

THE COLOR(S) RED, BLUE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


SER. NO. 76-645,084, FILED 8-17-2005.
Reg. No. 3,518,372
Registered Oct. 14, 2008
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 37 and 45

CENTRAL SECURITY GROUP - NATIONWIDE, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
2448 EAST 81ST STREET, 42ND FLOOR
TULSA, OK 74137

FOR: INSTALLING BURGLAR AND SECURITY ALARM SYSTEMS, IN CLASS 37 (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-0-2008; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2008.

SERVICE MARK
FOR: MONITORING BURGLAR AND SECURITY ALARMS, MONITORING SECURITY SYSTEMS, IN CLASS 45 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-0-2008; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2008.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SECURITY GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN OCTAGONAL SHAPE INCLUDING A CIRCLE WITH THE LETTERS AND WORDS "CSG CENTRAL SECURITY GROUP".
SER. NO. 78-860,020, FILED 4-12-2006.
HONEY-DO HANDYMAN, INC. (KANSAS CORPORATION)
P.O. BOX 535
MANHATTAN, KS 66505

Registered Mar. 10, 2009
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 37

FOR: RESIDENTIAL HOUSEHOLD AND HOME REPAIR, MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING SERVICES, NAMELY, CARPET AND WINDOW CLEANING, HOUSE REPAIR, GENERAL CARPENTRY, ELECTRICAL REPAIR, PLUMBING SERVICES, CLEANING AND REMODELING SERVICES, IN CLASS 37 (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

SERVICE MARK
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,816,973 AND 2,935,675.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HANDYMAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SER. NO. 78-359,192, FILED 1-29-2004.
HMS PROFILES

Reg. No. 3,597,091
Registered Mar. 31, 2009
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 35 and 39

HEALTH MARKET SCIENCE, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
SUITE 200
2700 HORIZON DRIVE
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19428

FOR: COLLECTING, ANALYZING, COMPILING AND INTEGRATING DATA IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES; COLLECTION, PREPARATION, COMPOSITION, PROCESSING, ACQUISITION AND PROVISION OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, DATA, STATISTICS AND INDICES; DATA MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET, CABLE NETWORK AND OTHER FORMS OF DATA TRANSFER, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-16-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2005.

FOR: ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, DATA, STATISTICS AND INDICES, IN CLASS 39 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 5-16-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROFILES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

HEALTHCARE.COM

Reg. No. 3,621,233
HEALTHCARE, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
3250 NE 1ST AVE, SUITE 915
MIAMI, FL 33137
Registered May 12, 2009
FOR: PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF
MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING HEALTHCARE, IN CLASS 38
(U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
Int. Cls.: 38 and 42
FIRST USE 4-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2000.
New Cert. Nov. 25, 2014
SERVICE MARK
FOR: COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN INTERNET SEARCH ENGINE
THAT WILL SEARCH HEALTH CONTENT AS A META SEARCH, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
Supplemental Register
FIRST USE 4-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2000.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,342,921.
SER. NO. 77-625,659, FILED P.R. 12-3-2008; AM. S.R. 4-3-2009.

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Deputy Director of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office
Reg. No. 3,685,736
NX2, INC. (VIRGINIA CORPORATION)
3656 CENTERVIEW DRIVE
#8
CHANTILLY, VA 20151

Registered Sep. 22, 2009
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

FOR: PERSPIRATION ABSORBENT UNDERWEAR CLOTHING; SHIRTS; SHORTS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHORTS; UNDERGARMENTS; UNDERWEAR, IN CLASS 25 (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

Int. Cl.: 25
TRADEMARK

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,273,957.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF 4 CURVED VERTICAL LINES SIDE BY SIDE FORMING A STYLIZED WING DESIGN.

SER. NO. 77-683,874, FILED 3-5-2009.
LITTLE DIGGERS

Reg. No. 3,699,310
Registered Oct. 20, 2009
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 30

GREENFIELD'S GREATEST FOOD COMPANY INC. (NEW YORK CORPORATION)
P.O. BOX 27
GREENFIELD CENTER, NY 12833
FOR: CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE TOPPING; HOT CHOCOLATE, IN CLASS 30 (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-2009; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2009.

TRADEMARK
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
SER. NO. 77-018,429, FILED 10-11-2006.
BRING THE HEAT

NOVA GAMING, LLC (SOUTH CAROLINA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
620 NORTH MAIN ST., STE. 301
GREENVILLE, SC 29601
FOR: GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC SLOT AND BINGO MACHINES, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-3-2009; IN COMMERCE 8-3-2009.

TRADEMARK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SER. NO. 77-755,080, FILED 6-9-2009.
PREScriber Eligibility

Reg. No. 3,866,053
Registered Oct. 19, 2010
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

Int. Cls.: 35 and 42

HEALTH MARKET SCIENCE, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
SUITE 200
2700 HORIZON DRIVE
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406

FOR: COLLECTION, PREPARATION, COMPOSITION, PROCESSING, ACQUISITION AND
PROVISION OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, DATA AND STATISTICS, IN CLASS 35 (U.S.
CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SERVICE MARK
FIRST USE 7-30-2008; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2008.

SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER
FOR: PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE
TO ANALYZE, COMPILE AND INTEGRATE DATA IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE FOR
BUSINESS PURPOSES, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-30-2008; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2008.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

United States of America
United States Patent and Trademark Office

COMPLETESPEND

Reg. No. 3,877,919
Registered Nov. 16, 2010
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 42

HEALTH MARKET SCIENCE, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
SUITE 200
2700 HORIZON DRIVE
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406

FOR: PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE TO STORE, MANAGE, TRACK, ANALYZE AND REPORT DATA IN THE FIELD OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE TO STORE, MANAGE, TRACK, ANALYZE AND REPORT DATA IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SERVICE MARK

PRINCIPAL REGISTER


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SER. NO. 77-831,155, FILED 9-21-2009.

Michelle K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
COMPLETEVIEW

Reg. No. 3,887,636
Registered Dec. 7, 2010
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 42

HEALTH MARKET SCIENCE, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
2700 HORIZON DRIVE SUITE 200
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406

FOR: PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE TO STORE, MANAGE, TRACK, ANALYZE AND REPORT DATA IN THE FIELD OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE TO STORE, MANAGE, TRACK, ANALYZE AND REPORT DATA IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SER. NO. 77-831,150, FILED 9-21-2009.

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
AGE PERFORMANCE, INC (UTAH CORPORATION)
STE 202
1291 S 1100 E
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84105
FOR: PERSONAL FITNESS TRAINING SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY, IN CLASS 41
(U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-20-2011; IN COMMERCE 1-20-2011.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SER. NO. 85-073,687, FILED 6-29-2010.
OLYMPIA

Reg. No. 4,084,155
Registered Jan. 10, 2012
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

NEXT CHAPTER MANAGEMENT, LLC (FLORIDA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
4310 SHERIDAN STREET, SUITE 202
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33021

FOR: INFLATABLE POOL TOYS, IN CLASS 28 (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

Int. Cl.: 28

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

HEALTH MARKET SCIENCE, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
2700 HORIZON DRIVE
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19428

FOR: PROVIDING DATABASES OF INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE FOR
PURPOSES OF TRACKING PHYSICIAN INFORMATION RELATING TO PROCEDURE AND
DIAGNOSES ACTIVITY, IN CLASS 44 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-16-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,484,961.

SER. NO. 85-366,753, FILED 7-8-2011.
Development in Gardening (California Non-Profit Corporation),
999 Peachtree St NE, Suite 2300
Atlanta, GA 30309
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
FOR: CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING, NAMELY, FUNDRAISING SUPPORTING SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE PROJECTS IN IMPOVERISHED COMMUNITIES, IN CLASS 36 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

Int. Cl.: 36


Service Mark

The mark consists of a stylized carrot extending downward within cutout interior portion of a circular shape that is partially bisected by a slightly curved line arranged across a lower third of the circular shape.

Reg. No. 4,241,108
Registered Nov. 13, 2012
New Cert. Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 6

TRU-SYSTEMS LIMITED (MALTA CORPORATION)
SAN JUAN, 116/8 ST. GEORGES ROAD
ST. JULIANS, STJ 3203, MALTA

FOR: CONTAINERS OF METAL FOR TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS, IN
CLASS 6 (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-1-2012; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2012.

TRADEMARK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

SER. NO. 85-552,773, FILED 2-25-2012.
PROTECTOR

Reg. No. 4,290,575
Registered Feb. 19, 2013
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 9, 12 and 13

KONGSBERG DEFENCE OG AEROSPACE AS (NORWAY AS),
POSTBOKS 1003
N-3616 KONGSBERG
NORWAY


FOR: VEHICLES, NAMELY, ARMORED VEHICLES AND ARMORED PERSONNEL VEHICLES; COMBAT VEHICLES, NAMELY, ARMORED CARS, ARMORED TRUCKS, ARMORED VANS, ARMORED ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES, AIRPLANES, AIRCRAFT, HELICOPTERS, AND AIRSHIPS, IN CLASS 12 (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FOR: PLATFORM MOUNTED FIREARMS NOT INCLUDING HANDGUNS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIREWORKS; ARMS SYSTEMS, NAMELY, GUN MOUNTS FOR MILITARY VEHICLES; ARMS SYSTEMS, NAMELY, FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR ARMAMENTS COMPRISED OF MOBILE FIRING PLATFORMS MOUNTED WITH LETHAL AND NON-LETHAL WEAPONS, GUNS, MACHINE GUNS, CANONS, TURRETS, MISSILES, LAUNCHERS, RADAR, INFRARED AND VIDEO CAMERAS, LASER RANGEFINDERS, COMPUTERIZED FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS, AND FIRE CONTROL GRIPS; AND ARMS SYSTEMS, NAMELY, REMOTE-CONTROLLED FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR ARMAMENTS COMPRISED OF MOBILE FIRING PLATFORMS MOUNTED WITH LETHAL AND NON-LETHAL WEAPONS, GUNS, MACHINE GUNS, CANONS, TURRETS, MISSILES, LAUNCHERS, RADAR, INFRARED AND VIDEO CAMERAS, LASER RANGEFINDERS, COMPUTERIZED FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS, AND FIRE CONTROL GRIPS, IN CLASS 13 (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
Reg. No. 4,290,575  THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 6-4-2009 IS CLAIMED.


RN # 4,290,575
SUMITOMO RUBBER INDUSTRIES, LTD. (JAPAN CORPORATION)
6-9, WAKINOHAMACHO 3-CHOME
CHUO-KU, KOBE-SHI HYOGO 651-0072
JAPAN

Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Reg. No. 4,307,346
Registered Mar. 26, 2013
FOR: RETAIL STORE AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING
AUTOMOBILES, AUTOMOBILE TIRES, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR AUTOMOBILES;
TIRE FRANCHISE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; TIRE IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES;
PROVIDING INFORMATION AND ADVICE ON PURCHASING OF TIRES FOR CONSUMERS;
PROVIDING INFORMATION CONCERNING TIRE SALES, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101
AND 102).

FOR: RETreading OF TIRES; VULCANIZATION OF TIRES, REPAIR OF TIRES; INSTALL-
ATION, REPAIR, REPLACEMENT, AND MAINTENANCE OF TIRES AND RUBBER TRACKS;
PROVIDING INFORMATION CONCERNING INSTALLATION, REPAIR, REPLACEMENT,
AND MAINTENANCE OF TIRES AND RUBBER TRACKS; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
OF AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, PLOWING MACHINES * OTHER THAN HAND-
HELD TOOLS *, CONSTRUCTION MACHINES; PROVIDING INFORMATION CONCERNING
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, PLOWING MACHINES
* OTHER THAN HAND-HELD TOOLS *, CONSTRUCTION MACHINES, IN CLASS 37 (U.S.
CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

SER. NO. 79-118,375, FILED 7-6-2012.

THE COLOR(S) RED, BLUE, AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE
MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "FALKEN" IN WHITE, WITH THE LETTER "F"
CROSSED WITH A RED CURVE SHAPE. THE WORDING APPEARS ON A BLUE BACK-
GROUND. THE RECTANGLE SURROUNDING THE MARK IS NOT CLAIMED AS A FEA-
TURE OF THE MARK, AND IS MEANT TO SHOW BACKGROUND ONLY.

SERVICE MARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1130407 DATED 7-6-2012, EXPIRES 7-6-
2022.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,741,524, 3,102,369 AND OTHERS.

THE COLOR(S) RED, BLUE, AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE
MARK.

SER. NO. 79-118,375, FILED 7-6-2012.

Michele K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
Reg. No. 4,368,658
Registered July 16, 2013
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 35

DEL-NAT TIRE CORPORATION (NEVADA CORPORATION)
2365 TEXAS DRIVE
MEMPHIS, TN 38106

FOR: ONLINE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF VEHICLE TIRES, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-23-2012; IN COMMERCE 12-23-2012.

SERVICE MARK
THE MARK CONSISTS OF "E-PROMIS" IN STYLIZED LETTERING.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
SER. NO. 85-836,180, FILED 1-30-2013.
INTERNATIONAL YOUTH FOUNDATION (ILLINOIS NON-PROFIT CORPORATION),
32 SOUTH STREET, SUITE 500
BALTIMORE, MD 21202

FOR: ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF
THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH; PROVIDING BUSINESS ASSISTANCE TO
YOUTH TO IDENTIFY AND ACCESS MARKETPLACE RESOURCES FOR HUMAN DEVELOP-
MENT; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR DEVELOPING POLITICAL
ADVOCACY AND EMPLOYMENT INTERESTS OF YOUTH, YOUTH POLITICAL
ADVOCACY AND PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT, SUPPORTING CHARITABLE CAUSES;
DEVELOPING YOUTH EMPLOYMENT RESOURCES AND EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS,
YOUTH VOLUNTEERISM, AND ENCOURAGING COMMUNICATION AMONG YOUNG
PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD TO PROMOTE SOCIAL, COMMUNITY, AND PER-
SONAL CHANGE; PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS
NETWORK PERTAINING TO PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF YOUTH INVOLVED IN
AND CONCERNED WITH YOUTH POLITICAL ADVOCACY AND PERSONAL EMPOWER-
MENT, PROMOTING OF CHARITABLE CAUSES, DEVELOPING CHARITABLE FUNDRAIS-
ING SKILLS, DEVELOPING YOUTH EMPLOYMENT RESOURCES AND EMPLOYABILITY
SKILLS, PROMOTING YOUTH VOLUNTEERISM, ENCOURAGING COMMUNICATION
AMONG YOUNG PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD TO PROMOTE SOCIAL, COM-
MUNITY, AND PERSONAL CHANGE; PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK IN THE FIELD OF PUBLIC ADVOCACY TO PROMOTE
AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR DEVELOPING YOUTH POLITICAL EMPOWERMENT,
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT RESOURCES, AND TOOLS FOR YOUTH EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT; PROMOTING A PUBLIC INTEREST IN AND AWARENESS OF YOUTH
IN DEVELOPING CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SKILLS, IN DEVELOPING YOUTH EMP-
LOYMENT RESOURCES AND EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS, IN PROMOTING YOUTH VO-
LUNTEERISM, AND IN ENCOURAGING COMMUNICATION AMONG YOUNG PEOPLE
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD TO PROMOTE SOCIAL, COMMUNITY, AND PERSONAL
CHANGE, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
Reg. No. 4,391,082  OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,452,880, 2,885,938 AND OTHERS.
SER. NO. 85-768,158, FILED 10-31-2012.
Reg. No. 4,464,132
Registered Jan. 7, 2014
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 36

WALLABY FINANCIAL, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
87 N. RAYMOND AVENUE, SUITE 750
PASADENA, CA 91103

FOR: FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ADMINISTRATION OF TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING PRE-EXISTING CONSUMER CREDIT CARDS, IN CLASS 36 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 11-0-2012; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2012.

SERVICE MARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

THE COLOR(S) LIGHT BLUE, LIGHT GREEN, MEDIUM GREEN, ORANGE AND PINK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE OVERLAPPING RECTANGLES FORMING A W SHAPE. THE FIRST RECTANGLE BEING LIGHT BLUE AND OVERLAPPING WITH A MEDIUM GREEN RECTANGLE, FORMING A LIGHT GREEN AREA IN THE OVERLAP; THE MEDIUM GREEN RECTANGLE OVERLAPPING WITH AN OMBRÉ ORANGE RECTANGLE AND FORMING A PINK AREA IN THE OVERLAP.

SER. NO. 85-980,487, FILED 10-10-2012.
Reg. No. 4,467,557

WALLABY FINANCIAL, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
87 N. RAYMOND AVENUE, SUITE 750
PASADENA, CA 91103

Registered Jan. 14, 2014

Amended Nov. 25, 2014

FOR: COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR STORING INFORMATION ABOUT PRE-EXISTING CONSUMER CREDIT CARDS AND SUGGESTING THE BEST CARD TO CHARGE IN EACH TRANSACTION, BASED ON CONSUMER PREFERENCES, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

Int. Cl.: 9

TRADEMARK
FIRST USE 11-0-2012; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2012.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
THE COLOR(S) LIGHT BLUE, LIGHT GREEN, MEDIUM GREEN, ORANGE AND PINK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE OVERLAPPING RECTANGLES FORMING A W SHAPE, THE FIRST RECTANGLE BEING LIGHT BLUE AND OVERLAPPING WITH A MEDIUM GREEN RECTANGLE, FORMING A LIGHT GREEN AREA IN THE OVERLAP, THE MEDIUM GREEN RECTANGLE OVERLAPPING WITH AN OMBRÉ ORANGE RECTANGLE AND FORMING A PINK AREA IN THE OVERLAP.

SER. NO. 85-750,678, FILED 10-10-2012.
WALLABY FINANCIAL, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
87 N. RAYMOND AVENUE, SUITE 750
PASADENA, CA 91103

Reg. No. 4,467,558
Registered Jan. 14, 2014
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 42

FOR: PROVIDING ON-LINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR STORING INFORMATION ABOUT PRE-EXISTING CONSUMER CREDIT CARDS AND AUTOMATICALLY SELECTING THE BEST CARD TO CHARGE IN EACH TRANSACTION, BASED ON CONSUMER PREFERENCES, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SERVICE MARK
FIRST USE 5-0-2013; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2013.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
THE COLOR(S) LIGHT BLUE, LIGHT GREEN, MEDIUM GREEN, ORANGE AND PINK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE OVERLAPPING RECTANGLES FORMING A W SHAPE, THE FIRST RECTANGLE BEING LIGHT BLUE AND OVERLAPPING WITH A MEDIUM GREEN RECTANGLE, FORMING A LIGHT GREEN AREA IN THE OVERLAP; THE MEDIUM GREEN RECTANGLE OVERLAPPING WITH AN OMBRÉ ORANGE RECTANGLE AND FORMING A PINK AREA IN THE OVERLAP.

SER. NO. 85-750,682, FILED 10-10-2012.

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
VOLK UNIONTECH, INC. (TEXAS CORPORATION), DBA VOLK FLOW CONTROLS, INC.,
15111 MINTZ LANE
HOUSTON, TX 77014
Registered Mar. 25, 2014
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
FOR: RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING VALVES * EXCLUDING
VALVES FOR USE IN VEHICLES *, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
Int. Cl.: 35

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN OVAL SHAPE WITH AN INSCRIBED UPWARD FACING
PARABOLA AND DOWNWARDS FACING HALF OVAL. THE WORDS "VOLK" IS WRITTEN
IN ALL CAPS IN A BOLD ARIAL LIKE FONT. THE "FLOW" PORTION OF THE LOGO IS
A HIGHLY STYLIZED, FUTURISTIC LOOKING FONT COMPLETE WITH MANY CURVES.

Michele K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office
POKITPAL

Reg. No. 4,516,883
Registered Apr. 22, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 16 and 35

POKITPAL PTY LIMITED (AUSTRALIA PROPRIETARY LIMITED COMPANY (P/L OR PTY. LTD.)),
24 BAYSWATER ROAD, KINGS CROSS
SUITE 203
SYDNEY, NSW 2011, AUSTRALIA

FOR: PRINTED MATTER AND MATERIALS, NAMELY, COUPONS FOR DISCOUNTS IN THE FIELD OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES, FASHION, CLOTHING, TRAVEL, EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, HEALTH AND BEAUTY SERVICES AND ENTERTAINMENT; PAPER AND CARDBOARD MATTER AND MATERIALS, NAMELY, COUPONS FOR DISCOUNTS IN THE FIELD OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES, FASHION, CLOTHING, TRAVEL, EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, HEALTH AND BEAUTY SERVICES AND ENTERTAINMENT; ADVERTISING SIGNS OF PAPER; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADVERTISING; PRINTED VISUALS IN THE NATURE OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS, IN CLASS 16 (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). .

FOR: ADVERTISING; PROVIDING ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SPACE ON THE INTERNET AND THROUGH PAPER BASED MATERIAL AND OTHER MATERIALS; BUSINESS RESEARCH, COMPILING BUSINESS INFORMATION FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES, DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING, DIRECT MARKETING AND OUTDOOR ADVERTISING, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). .

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON NEW ZEALAND APPLICATION NO. 836809, FILED 2-4-2011, REG. NO. 836809, DATED 8-4-2011, EXPIRES 2-4-2021.


Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
LUVDIET

Reg. No. 4,517,821
Registered Apr. 22, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 45

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

KAILEN ROSENBERG HOLDINGS L. L. C. (MINNESOTA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
810 EAST LAKE STREET
WAYZATA, MN 55391

FOR: CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS; COUNSELING IN
THE FIELD OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, SELF-IMPROVEMENT, SELF-
FULFILLMENT, AND INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION; DATING SERVICES;
MATCHMAKING SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, SELF-IMPROVEMENT, SELF-FULFILLMENT, AND INTER-
PERSONAL COMMUNICATION, IN CLASS 45 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SER. NO. 86-075,940, FILED 9-26-2013.
WALLABY FINANCIAL, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
87 N. RAYMOND AVENUE, SUITE 750
PASADENA, CA 91103

Amended Nov. 25, 2014
FOR: COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR STORING INFORMATION ABOUT PRE-EXISTING CONSUMER CREDIT CARDS AND SUGGESTING THE BEST CARD TO CHARGE IN EACH TRANSACTION, BASED ON CONSUMER PREFERENCES, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SER. NO. 85-750,668, FILED 10-10-2012.
WALLABY FINANCIAL, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
87 N. RAYMOND AVENUE, SUITE 750
PASADENA, CA 91103

Registered Apr. 22, 2014
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 42

FOR: PROVIDING ON-LINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR STORING INFORMATION ABOUT PRE-EXISTING CONSUMER CREDIT CARDS AND AUTOMATICALLY SELECTING THE BEST CARD TO CHARGE IN EACH TRANSACTION, BASED ON CONSUMER PREFERENCES, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SERVICE MARK
FIRST USE 5-0-2013; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2013.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SER. NO. 85-750,675, FILED 10-10-2012.
RICHLAND LIBRARY (SOUTH CAROLINA AN INSTRUMENTALITY OF RICHLAND COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, CREATED PURSUANT TO SOUTH CAROLINA CODE ANNOTATED SECTION 4-9-35),
1431 ASSEMBLY STREET
COLUMBIA, SC 29601

Reg. No. 4,520,782
Registered Apr. 29, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

Int. Cl.: 41

FOR: LIBRARY SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF LITERACY, IN CLASS 41 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SERVICE MARK
FIRST USE 11-7-2012; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2012.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RICHLAND LIBRARY FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


SER. NO. 86-030,961, FILED 8-7-2013.

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Reg. No. 4,531,210
Registered May 20, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 7, 37 and 41

SIDEL PARTICIPATIONS (FRANCE SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE),
AVENUE DE LA PATROUILLE DE FRANCE
F-76930 OCTEVILLE SUR MER
FRANCE

FOR: MACHINES FOR BLOWING PLASTIC BOTTLES, FILLING PLASTIC BOTTLES WITH FLUIDS, AFFIXING LABELS TO PLASTIC BOTTLES, AND AFFIXING CAPS TO PLASTIC BOTTLES; * EXCLUDING ROLLING MACHINES; * * EXCLUDING DO-IT-YOURSELF, AGRICULTURAL, LANDSCAPING, GARDENING AND CONSTRUCTION MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT *, IN CLASS 7 (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

TRADEMARK
SERVICE MARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

FOR: REPAIR, ASSEMBLY, FITTING, LAPPING AND INSTALLATION WITH REGARD TO MACHINES FOR BLOWING PLASTIC BOTTLES, FILLING PLASTIC BOTTLES WITH FLUIDS, AFFIXING LABELS TO PLASTIC BOTTLES, AND AFFIXING CAPS TO PLASTIC BOTTLES, * EXCLUDING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH ROLLING MACHINES; * * EXCLUDING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH DO-IT-YOURSELF, AGRICULTURAL, LANDSCAPING, GARDENING AND CONSTRUCTION MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT *, IN CLASS 37 (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FOR: TRAINING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH MACHINES, MACHINE TOOLS, TREATMENT MACHINES FOR PLASTIC MATERIALS, TREATMENT MACHINES FOR PACKAGING MATERIALS, MACHINES FOR MANUFACTURING HOLLOW UNITS OF PLASTIC MATERIALS, MACHINES FOR MANUFACTURING BOTTLES AND OTHER CONTAINERS, CONVEYORS, BUNDLING MACHINES, FILLING MACHINES, LABELING MACHINES, PREFORM FEEDING MACHINES, PREFORM ORIENTING MACHINES AND CARTON PACKERS, * EXCLUDING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH ROLLING MACHINES *, IN CLASS 41 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 3-14-2012 IS CLAIMED.


Reg. No. 4,532,510
JESUS PEOPLE MINISTRIES, INC. (FLORIDA CORPORATION)
4055 NW 183RD STREET
MIAMI GARDENS, FL 33055-2830

Registered May 20, 2014
FOR: CHRISTIAN MINISTRY SERVICES, IN CLASS 45 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

New Cert. Nov. 25, 2014
FIRST USE 1-31-1983; IN COMMERCE 1-31-1983.

Int. Cl.: 45
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JESUS", "MINISTRIES INT'L" AND "MATT. 5:8", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SERVICE MARK
THE MARK CONSISTS OF SWORD, HEART AND CROSS INSIDE CIRCLE WITH WORDING "JESUS PEOPLE MINISTRIES CHURCH INT'L PURE IN HEART MATT. 5:8".

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
ACCESS FREELY

Reg. No. 4,532,523
Registered May 20, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 41

SERVICE MARK

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

RICHLAND LIBRARY (SOUTH CAROLINA AN INSTRUMENTALITY OF RICHLAND COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, CREATED PURSUANT TO SOUTH CAROLINA CODE ANNOTATED SECTION 4-9-35),
1431 ASSEMBLY STREET
COLUMBIA, SC 29201

FOR: LIBRARY SERVICES, IN CLASS 41 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 11-7-2012; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2012.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SER. NO. 86-030,956, FILED 8-7-2013.

Michele K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
SIDEL PARTICIPATIONS (FRANCE SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE),
AVENUE DE LA PATROUILLE DE FRANCE
F-76930 OCTEVILLE SUR MER
FRANCE

Reg. No. 4,541,008
Registered June 3, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 7, 37 and 41

TRADEMARK
SERVICE MARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

FOR: MACHINES FOR BLOWING PLASTIC BOTTLES, FILLING PLASTIC BOTTLES WITH FLUIDS, AFFIXING LABELS TO PLASTIC BOTTLES, AND AFFIXING CAPS TO PLASTIC BOTTLES; * EXCLUDING MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT FOR DO-IT-YOURSELF, AGRICULTURE, GARDENING AND LANDSCAPING PURPOSES AS WELL AS FOR CONSTRUCTION *, IN CLASS 7 (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FOR: REPAIR, ASSEMBLY, FITTING, LAPPING AND INSTALLATION WITH REGARD TO MACHINES FOR BLOWING PLASTIC BOTTLES, FILLING PLASTIC BOTTLES WITH FLUIDS, AFFIXING LABELS TO PLASTIC BOTTLES, AND AFFIXING CAPS TO PLASTIC BOTTLES; * EXCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT FOR DO-IT-YOURSELF, AGRICULTURE, GARDENING AND LANDSCAPING PURPOSES AS WELL AS FOR CONSTRUCTION *, IN CLASS 37 (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FOR: TRAINING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH MACHINES, MACHINE TOOLS, TREATMENT MACHINES FOR PLASTIC MATERIALS, TREATMENT MACHINES FOR PACKAGING MATERIALS, MACHINES FOR MANUFACTURING HOLLOW UNITS OF PLASTIC MATERIALS, MACHINES FOR MANUFACTURING BOTTLES AND OTHER CONTAINERS, CONVEYORS, BUNDLING MACHINES, LABELING MACHINES, PREFORM FEEDING MACHINES, PREFORM ORIENTING MACHINES AND CARTON PACKERS, IN CLASS 41 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 3-14-2012 IS CLAIMED.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,759,455, 3,382,033 AND OTHERS.


Michele K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
TECALLIANCE GMBH (FED REP GERMANY GMBH),
STEINHEILSTRASSE 10
85737 ISMANING
FED REP GERMANY

Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

FOR: STORAGE MEDIUMS OF EVERY KIND PROVIDED WITH PROGRAMS, NAMELY,
CDS, DVDS, HARD DISK DRIVES AND DIGITAL STORAGE MEDIA FEATURING AN
AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PART CATALOGUE; RECORDED AND DOWNLOADABLE COM-
PUTER PROGRAMS FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF THE AUTOMOT-
IVE SPARE PART INDUSTRY; DATA-PROCESSING APPARATUS; DOWNLOADABLE
ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, WORKSHEETS
AND BUSINESS FORMS IN THE FIELD OF THE AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PART MARKET;
FILMS, EXPOSED; MAGNETIC IDENTITY CARDS; INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS,
NAMELY, BLANK SMART CARDS; REGULATING APPARATUS ELECTRIC, NAMELY,
CONTROL UNITS SPECIFICALLY ADAPTED FOR VEHICLE TRAFFIC CONTROL EQUIP-
MENT; COMPUTERS; AUTOMOTIVE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, WATER
TEMPERATURE GAUGES, AIR FUEL/RATIAL GAUGES, BOOST GAUGES, VACUUM
GAUGES AND EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE GAUGES; NAVIGATION APPARATUS
FOR VEHICLES ONBOARD COMPUTERS; CASH REGISTERS; BARCODE READERS;
TEACHING APPARATUS, NAMELY, AUDIO VISUAL TEACHING APPARATUS AND IN-
STRUMENTS IN THE NATURE OF AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO
RECEIVERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS ABOUT MOTOR VEHICLE REPAIR,
AUDIO AND VIDEO PLAYERS, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FOR: MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES,
AUTOMOBILE BODIES, AUTOMOBILE BUMPER GUARDS, AUTOMOBILE BUMPERS,
AUTOMOBILE DOOR HANDLES, AUTOMOBILE HOODS, AXLE
BEARINGS FOR LAND VEHICLES, AXLES AND CARDAN SHAFTS FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES, BRAKE AIR COMPRESSORS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE AIR CYLINDERS
FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE AIR VALVES FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE BLOCKS
FOR VEHICLES, BRAKE CALIPERS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE CYLINDERS, BRAKE
DISCS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, BRAKE DRUMS, BRAKE FACINGS, BRAKE LINES FOR
VEHICLES, BRAKE SHOES FOR MOTOR CARS, BRAKING SYSTEMS FOR VEHICLES,
CLUTCH MECHANISMS FOR MOTOR CARS, CLUTCHES FOR LAND VEHICLES, DIESEL
ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES, DIRECTION SIGNALS FOR VEHICLES, DOOR PANELS
FOR VEHICLES, DRIVE SHAFTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, DRIVING CHAINS FOR LAND
VEHICLES, ELECTRIC DRIVES FOR VEHICLES, ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MOTOR CARS,
ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES, GEAR BOXES FOR LAND VEHICLES, TIRE SNOW CHAINS, TIRE CHAINS, TRANSMISSIONS, WHEELS, WINDSHIELDS, DIFFERENTIALS, FENDER FLARES, DRIVE BELTS, DRIVE GEARS, AXLES, FENDERS, MUD GUARDS, RUNNING BOARDS, TORSION/SWAY BARS, Coil SPRINGS, LEAF SPRINGS, EQUALIZERS, LAND VEHICLE SUSPENSION PARTS, NAMELY, SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR AUTOMOBILES AND MOTORCYCLES, MOTOR VEHICLE ALARM SYSTEMS, MOTOR VEHICLE BACK-UP BEEPERS, MOTOR VEHICLE POWER LOCKS, REAR VIEW MIRRORS FOR AUTOMOBILES, SAFETY BELTS FOR VEHICLE SEATS, SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR AUTOMOBILES, TORQUE CONVERTERS FOR LAND VEHICLES, TRANSMISSION BELTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, TRANSMISSIONS FOR LAND VEHICLES, CONSTANT VELOCITY JOINTS, SUSPENSIONS STRUTS, BALL JOINTS, IDLER ARMS, SUN VISORS, WINDSHIELD VISORS, POWER STEERING HOSES, TRANSAXLES, TRANSFER CASES, VEHICLE POWER TRAIN MECHANISM COMPRIVED OF CLUTCH, TRANSMISSION, DRIVE SHAFT AND DIFFERENTIAL, VEHICLE WHEEL RIMS; MOTOR VEHICLE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, ARMRESTS FOR VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILE SPARE WHEEL HOLDERS, AUTOMOBILE SUNROOFS, AUTOMOTIVE INTERIOR PANELING, FITTED CAR SEAT COVERS, CAR SEATS FOR PETS, COVERS FOR VEHICLES STEERING WHEELS, ROOF RACKS, ROOF RACK STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR LAND VEHICLES, SAFETY SEATS FOR CHILDREN FOR MOTOR CARS, SKI RACKS FOR MOTOR CARS, TIRE REPAIR PACKAGES, TOWBARS FOR VEHICLES AND TRAILER HITCHES, IN CLASS 12 (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FOR: PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PRINTED AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PART CATALOGUES, PRINTED MAGAZINES, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, PRINTED NEWSPAPERS, PRINTED MANUALS AND PRINTED REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PARTS, BROCHURES ABOUT AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PARTS AND AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PART CATALOGUES; BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PARTS; STATIONERY, NAMELY: PAPER STATIONERY, ORGANIZERS FOR STATIONERY USE, ENVELOPES FOR STATIONERY USE, FILE POCKETS FOR STATIONERY USE, STATIONERY FOLDERS, STATIONERY WRITING PAPERS AND ENVELOPES; DOCUMENT COVERS; MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PARTS AND AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PART CATALOGUES; CALENDARS; BUSINESS CARDS; CATALOGUES IN THE FIELD OF THE AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PART INDUSTRY; PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF THE AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PART INDUSTRY; JOTTERS, NAMELY, NOTEBOOKS; STATIONERY POSTERS; LEDGER BOOKS; CIRCULARS IN THE FIELD OF THE AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PART INDUSTRY, INK AND MARKING STAMPS; PRINTED TICKETS; BLACKBOARDS; DRAWINGS; PRINTED TIMETABLES; PRINTED PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF THE AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PART MARKET; NEWSPAPERS, IN CLASS 16 (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FOR: COMPILATION AND SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION IN DATABASES INTO COMPUTER AND THE INTERNET; DATABASE MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, UPDATING AND MAINTENANCE OF DATA IN COMPUTER DATABASES AND THE INTERNET; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES, BUSINESS INVESTIGATION AND RESEARCH, BUSINESS ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY; ARRANGING AND CONCLUDING COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS FOR OTHERS; ARRANGING CONTRACTS FOR THE BUYING AND SELLING OF GOODS; WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES, INCLUDING VIA THE INTERNET, FEATURING PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES; BILLING, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, NAMELY, PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS EXPERTISE AND ECONOMIC PROGNOSIS; PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS; SEARCHES IN COMPUTER DATAFILES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE DATABASE FEATURING PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; ONLINE OR CATALOGUE MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; PRICE COMPARISON SERVICES; ADVERTISING TEXT PUBLICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF PRINTED MATTER AND MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES INCLUDING IN ELECTRONIC FORM, FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TOOLS, NAMELY, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE AND ONLINE ADVERTISING SPACE; DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICES;
SERVICES; ADVERTISING ON THE INTERNET, FOR OTHERS, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FOR: [ MAINTENANCE, ] REPAIR AND SERVICING OF MOTOR CARS AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; INFORMATION RELATING TO THE REPAIR OF MOTOR VEHICLES AND THE SELECTION OF PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES [; MOTOR VEHICLE REPAIR ] * EXCEPT FOR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE *, IN CLASS 37 (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FOR: LEASING ACCESS TIME TO DATABASES, NAMELY, TO DATABASES COMPRISING DATA OF PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; PROVIDING ACCESS TO COMPUTER PROGRAMS ON DATA NETWORKS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO INFORMATION ON THE INTERNET; ARRANGING ACCESS TO COMPUTER DATABASES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ACCESS TO COMPUTER DATABASES, IN CLASS 38 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FOR: [ TOWING OF VEHICLES BY MOTOR VEHICLES; ] DELIVERY OF PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; FREIGHT FORWARDING; PHYSICAL STORAGE OF ELECTRONICALLY STORED DATA AND DOCUMENTS; RENTAL OF * MOTOR * VEHICLES, IN CLASS 39 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FOR: COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, CONSULTANCY IN THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECOVERY OF COMPUTER DATA, MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; PROVISION OF SEARCH ENGINES FOR THE INTERNET; QUALITY CONTROL AND TESTING; TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF TECHNICAL RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES AND FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PART CATALOGUE; CERTIFICATION, NAMELY, TESTING, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES AND SERVICES RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLES FOR THE PURPOSE OF CERTIFICATION; PROVIDING AND RENTAL OF ELECTRONIC MEMORY SPACE ON THE INTERNET, NAMELY, HOSTING OF DIGITAL CONTENT ON THE INTERNET; INSTALLING WEBPAGES ON THE INTERNET, FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, WEBSITE HOSTING, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 3-19-2012 IS CLAIMED.


THE WORDING "TECALLIANCE" HAS NO MEANING IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE.

SER. NO. 79-122,484, FILED 9-17-2012.
TRAINLINE HOLDINGS LIMITED (UNITED KINGDOM LIMITED COMPANY),
50 FARRINGDON ROAD
LONDON EC1M 3HE
UNITED KINGDOM
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
FOR: APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN TRANSMITTING, REPRODUCING
OR READING TEXT, DATA OR IMAGES; AUTOMATED AND ELECTRONIC MACHINES
FOR RESERVING, PROCESSING, CHECKING, VALIDATING, CANCELING, ISSUING,
RENEWING AND PRINTING TICKETS, TRAVEL CARDS AND TRAVEL VOUCHERS, OR
FOR PROCESSING, CHECKING, CONFIRMING, VALIDATING, AMENDING OR CANCELLING
TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT RESERVATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN RESER-
VING, PROCESSING, CHECKING, VALIDATING, CANCELING, ISSUING, RENEWING
AND PRINTING TICKETS, TRAVEL CARDS AND TRAVEL VOUCHERS, OR FOR PROCESS-
ING, CHECKING, CONFIRMING, VALIDATING, AMENDING OR CANCELLING TRAVEL
AND TRANSPORT RESERVATIONS; COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR USE IN RESERVING,
PROCESSING, CHECKING, VALIDATING, CANCELING, ISSUING, RENEWING AND PRINTING
TICKETS, TRAVEL CARDS AND TRAVEL VOUCHERS, OR FOR PROCESSING,
CHECKING, CONFIRMING, VALIDATING, AMENDING OR CANCELLING TRAVEL
AND TRANSPORT RESERVATIONS; COMPUTERS FOR USE IN RESERVING, PROCESSING,
CHECKING, VALIDATING, CANCELING, ISSUING, RENEWING AND PRINTING TICKETS,
TRAVEL CARDS AND TRAVEL VOUCHERS, OR FOR PROCESSING, CHECKING,
CONFIRMING, VALIDATING, AMENDING OR CANCELLING TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT
RESERVATIONS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS AND DATA PROCESSING APPAR-
ATUS FOR USE IN RESERVING, PROCESSING, CHECKING, VALIDATING, CANCELING,
ISSUING, RENEWING AND PRINTING TICKETS, TRAVEL CARDS AND TRAVEL
VOUCHERS, OR FOR PROCESSING, CHECKING, CONFIRMING, VALIDATING, AMENDING
OR CANCELLING TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT RESERVATIONS; BLANK SMART CARDS;
ENCODED SMART CARDS CONTAINING PROGRAMMING USED TO LOG, PAY FOR,
AND CONTROL ACCESS TO, TRAVEL ON A TRANSPORT SYSTEM; ENCODED SMART
CARDS CONTAINING PROGRAMMING FOR USE AS ELECTRONIC TRAVEL TICKETS;
BLANK MACHINE READABLE CARDS; ENCODED MACHINE READABLE CARDS CON-
TAINING PROGRAMMING USED TO LOG, PAY FOR, AND CONTROL ACCESS TO, TRAVEL
ON A TRANSPORT SYSTEM; ENCODED MACHINE READABLE CARDS CONTAINING
PROGRAMMING FOR USE AS ELECTRONIC TRAVEL TICKETS; BLANK INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT CARDS; ENCODED INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS CONTAINING PROGRAM-
MING USED TO LOG, PAY FOR, AND CONTROL ACCESS TO, TRAVEL ON A TRANSPORT
SYSTEM; INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS CONTAINING PROGRAMMING FOR USE AS
ELECTRONIC TRAVEL TICKETS; MAGNETICALLY AND NON-MAGNETICALLY ENCODED AND PROGRAMMABLE CARDS FOR USE AS ELECTRONIC TRAVEL TICKETS, IDENTITY CARDS, SECURITY CLEARANCE CARDS, TIME-TRACKING AND RECORDING CARDS, ACCESS CONTROL CARDS, DEBIT CARDS, CREDIT CARDS, CHARGE CARDS, STORED VALUE CARDS, GIFT CARDS AND LOYALTY CARDS; MAGNETIC AND ELECTRONIC PAYMENT CARDS FOR USE AS DEBIT CARDS, CREDIT CARDS, CHARGE CARDS, STORED VALUE CARDS, GIFT CARDS AND LOYALTY CARDS; SMART CARD READERS; COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH SMART CARDS AND SMART CARD READERS; COMPUTERS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH SMART CARDS AND SMART CARD READERS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS AND DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH SMART CARDS AND SMART CARD READERS; APPARATUS FOR PAYMENT WITH MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CARDS; COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR FACILITATING PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; COMPUTERS FOR FACILITATING PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS AND DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS FOR FACILITATING PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BULLETINS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, NEWSLETTERS AND ARTICLES, FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FOR: ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY SERVICES; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING TRAVEL ACCESSORIES, TICKET MACHINES AND HOLDERS, WALLETS AND ORGANIZERS FOR TICKETS, CARDS AND TRAVEL DOCUMENTS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING TRAVEL ACCESSORIES, TICKET MACHINES AND HOLDERS, WALLETS AND ORGANIZERS FOR TICKETS, CARDS AND TRAVEL DOCUMENTS; MAIL, ORDER AND ELECTRONIC SHOPPING RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TRAVEL * RELATING TO TICKET MACHINES, TRAVEL ACCESSORIES, AND HOLDERS, WALLETS AND ORGANISERS FOR TICKETS, CARDS AND TRAVEL DOCUMENTS *; LOYALTY CARD SERVICES ; LOYALTY CARD SERVICES; ORGANIZATION, OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT OF LOYALTY AND INCENTIVE SCHEMES; PROVISION OF INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID GOODS, IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FOR: TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT RESERVATION SERVICES; BOOKING OF SEATS FOR TRAVEL; TICKETING SERVICES * FOR TRAVEL *; ISSUING AND RENEWING OF TICKETS, VOUCHERS AND CARDS FOR TRAVEL; PROVISION OF TRAVEL INFORMATION; BOOKING OF TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT THROUGH TRAVEL AGENCIES; TOURIST OFFICE SERVICES; ARRANGING AND BOOKING OF TOURIST TRAVEL, SIGHTSEEING TOURS AND EXCURSIONS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT INFORMATION RELATING TO TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT, PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR FROM THE INTERNET; ISSUING OF TICKETS, VOUCHERS AND CARDS FOR CAR PARKING AT RAILWAY STATIONS; PROVISION OF INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID GOODS, IN CLASS 39 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1174625 DATED 6-12-2013, EXPIRES 6-12-2023.

SER. NO. 79-135,793, FILED 6-12-2013.
DROPLET

Reg. No. 4,551,795
Registered June 17, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 42

DIGITAL OCEAN, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
101 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, 10TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10013

FOR: COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CLOUD HOSTING PROVIDER SERVICES, IN
CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-31-2012; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2012.

SERVICE MARK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

SER. NO. 86-114,482, FILED 11-8-2013.
FILMARRAY

Reg. No. 4,554,601
Registered June 24, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 1, 5, 9 and 10
TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

FOR: REAGENTS AND ASSAYS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH OR LABORATORY USE; REAGENTS AND ASSAYS FOR THE EXTRACTION, AMPLIFICATION, AND PURIFICATION OF NUCLEIC ACIDS, FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH OR LABORATORY USE; CHEMICAL REAGENTS AND ASSAYS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, FOR USE IN ENVIRONMENTAL BIO-THREAT DETECTION AND PANDEMIC BIO-SURVEILLANCE, IN CLASS 1 (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).


FOR: MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS AND ASSAYS THAT TEST FOR THE PRESENCE OF PATHOGENS AND INFECTION; MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC KITS COMPRISED OF MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS AND ASSAYS THAT TEST FOR THE PRESENCE OF PATHOGENS AND INFECTION; MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS AND ASSAYS THAT TEST BODY FLUIDS FOR MICROORGANISMS; MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC KITS COMPRISED OF MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS AND ASSAYS THAT TEST BODY FLUIDS FOR MICROORGANISMS; MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS FOR THE EXTRACTION, AMPLIFICATION, AND PURIFICATION OF NUCLEIC ACIDS; CLINICAL MEDICAL REAGENTS AND ASSAYS THAT TEST FOR THE EXTRACTION, AMPLIFICATION, AND PURIFICATION OF NUCLEIC ACIDS, IN CLASS 5 (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 10-1-2010; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2010.

FOR: KITS COMPRISED OF LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL BIO-THREAT DETECTION AND PANDEMIC BIO-SURVEILLANCE AS WELL AS REAGENTS AND ASSAYS; LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, INSTRUMENTS FOR THE DETECTION IN BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES OF PATHOGEN TARGETS IN THE NATURE OF VIRUSES, BACTERIA, AND ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE GENES; LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMLY, KITS COMPRISING INSTRUMENTS FOR THE DETECTION IN BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES OF PATHOGEN TARGETS IN THE NATURE OF VIRUSES, BACTERIA, AND ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE GENES; DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR THE DETECTION OF VIRUS AND BACTERIA PATHOGENS AND ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE GENES FOR LABORATORY OR RESEARCH USE; DIAGNOSTIC KITS COMPRISED OF DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR THE DETECTION OF VIRUS AND BACTERIA PATHOGENS AND AN-
Reg. No. 4,554,601  TIBIOTIC RESISTANCE GENES FOR LABORATORY OR RESEARCH USE, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 10-1-2010; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2010.

FOR: DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR THE DETECTION OF VIRUS, BACTERIA, FUNGI, PROTOZOA PATHOGENS AND ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE GENES FOR MEDICAL USE; DIAGNOSTIC KITS COMPRISED OF DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR THE DETECTION OF VIRUS, BACTERIA, FUNGI, PROTOZOA PATHOGENS AND ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE GENES FOR MEDICAL USE, IN CLASS 10 (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 10-1-2010; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2010.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,761,522.

ZENUS CO., LTD. (REPUBLIC OF KOREA CORPORATION)
HANSUNG BUILDING NO. 401
276, NEUNGDONG-RO, GWANGJIN-GU
SEOUL 143-847, REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Reg. No. 4,557,791
Registered July 1, 2014
New Cert. Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 9

TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

FOR: CASES ESPECIALLY MADE FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; BAGS FOR CAMERA AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT; CAMCORDER CASES; CASES FOR EYE GLASSES AND SUNGLASSES; SPECTACLE CASES; CASES FOR PORTABLE RADIO; CASES FOR PORTABLE CD PLAYER; CASES FOR MP3 PLAYER; CASES FOR LAPTOP; CASES FOR TABLET PC; CASES FOR DISKETTES AND CDS; CASES FOR ELECTRONIC DIARIES; CASES FOR PORTABLE ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS; CASES FOR PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (PDA); ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS FOR ELECTRONIC GOODS, PDA, CELLULAR PHONE AND TABLET PC; CHARGERS FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES; CHARGING DOCKS FOR ELECTRONIC GOODS, PDA, CELLULAR PHONE AND TABLET PC; ELECTRIC CHARGING CABLE; TELECOMMUNICATION CABLES FOR PDA, CELLULAR PHONE, SMART PHONE AND TABLET PC; NECK STRIPS FOR ELECTRONIC GOODS, PDA, CELLULAR PHONE, SMART PHONE AND TABLET PC; CASES FOR CONNECTORS OF ELECTRONIC GOODS, PDA, CELLULAR PHONE, SMART PHONE AND TABLET PC; PROTECTIVE FILM FOR SCREEN OF ELECTRONIC GOODS, PDA, CELLULAR PHONE, SMART PHONE AND TABLET PC; IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-29-2012; IN COMMERCE 3-29-2012.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED LETTERS "ZENUS" IN THE COLOR GRAY, A CIRCLE DESIGN IN THE COLOR BLUE WITH BUTTER-FLY LIKE DESIGN IN THE CENTER IN THE COLOR WHITE.

THE WORDING "ZENUS" HAS NO MEANING IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE.

SER. NO. 76-715,676, FILED 2-21-2012.
CARMA TECHNOLOGY LIMITED (IRELAND CORPORATION), FORMERLY AVEGO LIMITED,
REG. NO. 4,561,405
REGISTERED JULY 1, 2014
CORRECTED NOV. 25, 2014
PENROSE WHARF, 2D FLOOR, ALFRED STREET
CORK CITY, IRELAND

FOR: COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR USE BY MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVERS AND PASSENGERS TO RIDESHARE, I.E. COORDINATE, COMMUNICATE REGARDING, OFFER, HIRE AND PAY FOR SHARED TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITIES, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 9-1-2013; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2013.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A WINGED TIRE LOGO.

SER. NO. 86-008,680, FILED 7-12-2013.

Michele K. Lee
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BRAIN HEALTH CORPORATION, LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
10004 WEATHERWOOD CT
POTOMAC, MD 20854

Reg. No. 4,573,284
Registered July 22, 2014
New Cert. Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 5

FOR: NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTs, IN CLASS 5 (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-2-2014; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2014.

TRADEMARK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

SER. NO. 85-884,988, FILED 3-25-2013.

Michelle K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
JBF Champlin

Reg. No. 4,574,637
Registered July 29, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

Int. Cl.: 8

TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

J.B.F. CHAMPLIN & SONS CUTLERY, LLC (UTAH LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
383 NORTH 700 WEST, UNIT B
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84054

FOR: KNIVES, IN CLASS 8 (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

FIRST USE 7-30-2012; IN COMMERCE 10-30-2012.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE NAME "JBF CHAMPLIN" AS USED IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.


Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
WURTON (CALIFORNIA CORPORATION)

Registered July 29, 2014

Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

FOR: LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR OFF-ROAD LIGHTING FOR OFF-ROAD VEHICLES AND VESSELS, NAMELY, LIGHTS FOR MOTORIZED VEHICLES AND VESSELS, POWERED BY THE VEHICLES AND VESSELS, IN CLASS 11 (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

Int. Cl.: 11

TRADEMARK

THE COLOR(S) GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF "SCOUT" IN STYLIZED FORM WITH GRADATED SHADES OF GREEN.

United States of America

United States Patent and Trademark Office

ProMik

Reg. No. 4,577,946
Registered Aug. 5, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 9 and 42

PROMIK PROGRAMMERSYSTEME FÜR DIE MIKROELEKTRONIK GMBH (FED REP
GERMANY LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION),
SÜDWESTPARK 100
90449 NÜRNBERG
FED REP GERMANY

FOR: CHIPS IN THE NATURE OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; RECORDED COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTION AND AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING; PRINTED CIRCUITS; EQUIPMENT FOR POWER SUPPLY, NAMELY, POWER ADAPTORS FOR COMPUTERS, POWER AMPLIFIERS, POWER CABLES, POWER CONNECTORS, POWER CONTROLLERS, POWER DISTRIBUTING BOXES, ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLIES; SEMI-CONDUCTORS; INTERFACES FOR COMPUTERS; MICROPROCESSORS; COMPUTER MEMORIES; PROGRAMMED INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; EQUIPMENT FOR PROGRAMMING MEMORY CHIPS, NAMELY, NON-VOLATILE ELECTRONIC MEMORIES, NOR GATES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, NAND GATES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES IN THE NATURE OF EMBEDDED BLANK FLASH DRIVES; PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY CHIPS, NAMELY, NON-VOLATILE ELECTRONIC MEMORIES, NOR GATES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, NAND GATES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES IN THE NATURE OF EMBEDDED BLANK FLASH DRIVES; PROGRAMMING UNITS IN THE NATURE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR PROGRAMMING NON-VOLATILE MEMORIES; COMPONENTS FOR PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, MICRO ELECTRICAL CONTROLLERS, COMPUTER FIRMWARE FOR SPECIFYING INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMMING INTERFACES, FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS IN THE NATURE OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; TEST EQUIPMENT FOR MEMORY UNITS, NAMELY, NON-VOLATILE ELECTRONIC MEMORIES, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FOR: DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN SERVICES; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; ENGINEERING; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; TECHNICAL PROJECT STUDIES, NAMELY, PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ACCORDING TO CUSTOMER SPECIFICATIONS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMMING UNITS IN THE NATURE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER

Michelle K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
Reg. No. 4,577,946  PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR THIRD PARTIES; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING OF MEMORY CHIPS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR PROGRAMMING MEMORY CHIPS, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 8-14-2012 IS CLAIMED.


SER. NO. 79-125,404, FILED 11-21-2012.

RN # 4,577,946
INFINITEX

United States of America
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Reg. No. 4,578,047
Registered Aug. 5, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 9, 37 and 42

ADVENTIQ LIMITED (UNITED KINGDOM PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY),
C/O UDL, 33 GLASSHOUSE STREET
LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM W1B 5DG

FOR: ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO DISTRIBUTION, NAMELY, DIGITAL SIGNAGE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS OVER IP; DATA SWITCHING APPARATUS, NAMELY, KVM (KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE) SWITCHES; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, A HIGH PERFORMANCE KVM (KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE) DIGITAL MEDIA OVER IP SYSTEM; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR REMOTE ACCESS OF COMPUTERS OVER THE INTERNET; ELECTRONIC COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR USE IN SELECTIVE EQUIPMENT INTERCONNECTION IN A COMPUTER NETWORK, NAMELY, A KVM (KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE) OVER IP DIGITAL MATRIX SWITCHING SYSTEM; PERIPHERAL HARDWARE FOR TRANSMITTING KEYBOARD, MONITOR, MOUSE, CAMERA, OR AUDIO SIGNALS OVER A DISTANCE, NAMELY, KVM (KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE) EXTENDERS; COMPUTER NETWORKING APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ETHERNET HUBS, ETHERNET SWITCHES AND ETHERNET ROUTERS; OPTICAL FIBRE INTERFACES, NAMELY, ETHERNET SFP (SMALL FORM-FACTOR PLUGGABLE) MODULES; DOWNLOADABLE PUBLICATIONS ON THE INTERNET IN THE NATURE OF INFORMATION OR INSTRUCTION SHEETS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER CONNECTIVITY APPLICATIONS, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FOR: INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF IT SYSTEMS; INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF AUDIO AND VIDEO SYSTEMS; INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER NETWORKING HARDWARE; INFORMATION, CONSULTANCY, AND ADVICE RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES, IN CLASS 37 (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FOR: COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND UPGRADING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND UPGRADING OF COMPUTER NETWORK SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN; COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN, AND CONSULTANCY RELATING TO ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND CIRCUIT BOARDS; INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY RELATING TO COMPUTERS, COMPUTER HARDWARE, ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND THE AFORESAID SERVICES, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
Reg. No. 4,578,047  THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 1-23-2013 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 1171907 DATED 2-12-2013, EXPIRES 2-12-2023.

SER. NO. 79-134,660, FILED 2-12-2013.
OBMEDICAL COMPANY (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
107 SW 140TH TERRACE, SUITE 1
NEWBERRY, FL 32669

Registered Aug. 19, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

FOR: MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, MONITORS TO DETECT FETAL AND MATERNAL
VITAL SIGNS, PHYSICAL DISTRESS, AND PHYSICAL CONDITIONS IN THE NATURE OF
FETAL HEART RATE, FETAL HEART VARIABILITY, ACCELERATIONS, AND DECELER-
ATIONS, FETAL HEART RESPONSE TO UTERINE ACTIVITY, FETAL BIOPHYSICAL
PROFILE, FETAL ECG, MATERNAL HEART RATE, MATERNAL ECG, MATERNAL
UTERINE ACTIVITY, INCLUDING SPATIOTEMPORAL ELECTROHYSTEROGRAPHY
PATTERNS AND INTRAUTERINE PRESSURE, FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF OBSTETRICS
AND VETERINARY OBSTETRICS; ELECTRONIC MEDICAL AND VETERINARY MONITORS
FOR USE IN DIAGNOSING AND MONITORING PHYSICAL CONDITIONS, NAMELY,
FETAL DISTRESS, INCLUDING FETAL HYPOXIA, ABNORMALITIES INCLUDING MA-
TERNAL OR FETAL ARRHYTHMIAS, FETAL HEART RATE, MATERNAL OR FETAL
BRACHYCARDIA, MATERNAL OR FETAL TACHYCARDIA, PROBLEMS WITH UMBILICAL
CORD OR FETAL PRESENTATION, LABOR PROGRESS OR INERTIA, CONTRACTION
EFFICIENCY, PHARMACEUTICAL EFFICACY, TOXICITY, OR TITRATION, DYSTOCIA,
FALSE LABOR, INCLUDING BRAXTON HICKS CONTRACTIONS, EVALUATIONS, PRE-
TERM LABOR EVALUATIONS, MATERNAL AND FETAL WELL-BEING DURING
CESAREAN SECTION AND NON-OBSTETRIC SURGERY, PREDICTIONS OF TERM OR
PRETERM DELIVERY, AND PREDICTIONS OF UTERINE CONTRACTILE STRENGTH, IN
CLASS 10 (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 3-20-2014; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2014.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OB MEDICAL", APART FROM
THE MARK AS SHOWN.

MICROWAVE-SIDE CHAT

Reg. No. 4,596,093  SMILES FOR ALL, LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
Registered Sep. 2, 2014  SUITE 136
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014  1397 SECOND AVENUE
Int. Cl.: 41  NEW YORK, NY 10021
FOR: ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING WEBCASTS IN THE FIELD
OF [ HUMER ] * HUMOR * IN EVERYDAY LIFE BY WAY OF HUMOROUS STORIES,
COMMENTARY AND VIDEOS, IN CLASS 41 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SERVICE MARK

FIRST USE 8-31-2013; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2013.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHAT", APART FROM THE
MARK AS SHOWN.

SER. NO. 86-140,003, FILED 12-10-2013.

Michele K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office
IVY PREPSTER

Reg. No. 4,597,720
Registered Sep. 2, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 18

AGENDA GARMENT, LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
12 CARDINAL LANE
GROTON, MA 01450
FOR: TOTE BAGS, IN CLASS 18 (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 10-1-2013; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2013.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOUR INNOVATION, S.L. (SPAIN SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA (SL)), AVDA. VENTISQUERO DE LA CONDESA, 13 MADRID, SPAIN 28035

Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

FOR: SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, RESEARCH AND DESIGN IN THE FIELD OF RENEWABLE ENERGY, ADVANCED ENERGY PRODUCTION AND STORAGE, CLEAN TECHNOLOGIES THAT REDUCE THE ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT FOR WATER AND WASTE TREATMENT, ADVANCED ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY, HEALTH, BIO-ENGINEERING, MEDICAL DEVICES, NUTRITIONAL INNOVATION, INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORK-BASED CONTROL AND MONITORING INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS, SEMICONDUCTORS, NANO-MATERIALS, GREEN NEW MATERIALS; PROVIDING SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION ABOUT ENVIRONMENTALLY-CONSCIOUS AND GREEN INNOVATIONS; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF RENEWABLE ENERGY, ADVANCED ENERGY PRODUCTION AND STORAGE, CLEAN TECHNOLOGIES THAT REDUCE THE ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT FOR WATER AND WASTE TREATMENT, ADVANCED ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY, HEALTH, BIO-ENGINEERING, MEDICAL DEVICES, NUTRITIONAL INNOVATION, INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORK-BASED CONTROL AND MONITORING INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS, SEMICONDUCTORS, NANO-MATERIALS, GREEN NEW MATERIALS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 012192316, FILED 10-3-2013, REG. NO. 012192316, DATED 2-25-2014, EXPIRES 10-3-2023.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INNOVATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND ORANGE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "FOUR INNOVATION 4I INNOVATION", WITH THE I IN ORANGE AND THE REMAINDER IN BLUE.

SER. NO. 86-092,757, FILED 10-16-2013.
WALLABY

Reg. No. 4,602,786
Registered Sep. 9, 2014
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 36

WALLABY FINANCIAL, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
87 N. RAYMOND AVENUE, SUITE 750
PASADENA, CA 91103

FOR: FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ADMINISTRATION OF TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING PRE-EXISTING CONSUMER CREDIT CARDS, IN CLASS 36 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 11-0-2012; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2012.

SERVICE MARK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

SER. NO. 85-981,282, FILED 10-10-2012.

Michelle K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
NATURE BOOST

Reg. No. 4,603,972
Registered Sep. 16, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 3

SURFACE TECHNOLOGIES IP AG (SWITZERLAND CORPORATION)
LETTENSTRASSE 6
ROTKREUZ, SWITZERLAND CH-6343

FOR: CLEANERS, NAMELY. ALL-PURPOSE CLEANERS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE AND INDUSTRIAL DEGREASERS NOT FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, IN CLASS 3 (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). 

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1599693, FILED 10-25-2012.


Michele K. Lee
Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
ROYALE

IRVING TISSUE CORPORATION (CANADA CORPORATION)
100 MIDLAND DRIVE
DIEPPE, NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA E1A6X4

FOR: (BASED ON 44(E)) (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) BATHROOM TISSUE AND PAPER TOWEL MADE OF CELLULOSE TISSUE FOR PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL, HOUSEHOLD, INSTITUTIONAL, INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE FOR PURPOSES OF PROTECTING AND CLEANING PERSONS AND OBJECTS; CELLULOSE TISSUE AND PRODUCTS MADE THEREFROM FOR PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL, HOUSEHOLD, INSTITUTIONAL, INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE FOR PURPOSES OF PROTECTING AND CLEANING PERSONS AND OBJECTS, NAMELY, FACIAL TISSUE, TOILET TISSUE, TOILET PAPER, PAPER NAPKINS, AND PAPER TOWELS; (BASED ON 44(E)) FACIAL TISSUE AND PAPER NAPKINS MADE OF CELLULOSE TISSUE FOR PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL, HOUSEHOLD, INSTITUTIONAL, INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE FOR PURPOSES OF PROTECTING AND CLEANING PERSONS AND OBJECTS, IN CLASS 16 (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF CANADA REG. NO. TMA146355, DATED 7-29-1966, EXPIRES 7-29-2026.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,212,386, 4,326,513 AND 4,374,328.

SER. NO. 85-876,336, FILED 3-14-2013.

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
BEYWARRIORS

Reg. No. 4,606,679
Registered Sep. 16, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 28

TOMY COMPANY, LTD. (JAPAN CORPORATION)
7-9-10 TATEISHI, KATSUSHIKA-KU
TOKYO, JAPAN

FOR: TOY SPINNING TOPS; PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR TOY SPINNING TOPS,
NAMELY, TOP SPINNERS, PLAYING SURFACE BOARDS, INTERCHANGEABLE HEADS
AND ARMS FOR ACTION FIGURES ON TOY SPINNING TOPS, IN CLASS 28 (U.S. CLS. 22,
23, 38 AND 50).

TRADEMARK
FIRST USE 8-31-2013; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2013.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,002,216, 4,207,478 AND OTHERS.

SER. NO. 85-961,679, FILED 6-17-2013.
BIKRAM CHODHURY (UNITED STATES INDIVIDUAL)
11500 W. OLYMPIC BLVD. SUITE 150
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064

Registered Sep. 30, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014


PRINCIPAL REGISTER
FIRST USE 2-1-1971; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1971.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,829,135 AND 4,236,199.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "YOGA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SER. NO. 86-212,110, FILED 3-5-2014.

United States of America
United States Patent and Trademark Office

BIKRAM YOGA

Reg. No. 4,613,771

Reg. No. 2,829,135

Reg. No. 4,236,199


No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "YOGA", apart from the mark as shown.

Ser. No. 86-212,110, Filed 3-5-2014.

Deputy Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
ValsalvaSure

Reg. No. 4,614,874
Registered Sep. 30, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 44

CARDIOX CORPORATION (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
SUITE 100
4100 HORIZONS DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43220

FOR: MEDICAL INFORMATION, IN CLASS 44 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-16-2014; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2014.

SERVICE MARK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

THE WORDING "VALSALVASURE" HAS NO MEANING IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE.

SER. NO. 86-015,884, FILED 7-22-2013.
Optimum SCI Data Curve

Reg. No. 4,614,875
Registered Sep. 30, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cl.: 44

CARDIOX CORPORATION (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
SUITE 100
4100 HORIZONS DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43220

FOR: MEDICAL INFORMATION, IN CLASS 44 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-16-2014; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2014.

SERVICE MARK
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
SER. NO. 86-015,888, FILED 7-22-2013.
Cloud 9 Comix

Reg. No. 4,615,329
Registered Sep. 30, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 9 and 41

FOR: DOWNLOADABLE COMIC STRIPS; DOWNLOADABLE FICTION BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS; DOWNLOADABLE IMAGE FILE CONTAINING ARTWORK, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, GAMES AND INTERNET WEB LINKS RELATING TO SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES. DOWNLOADABLE MULTIMEDIA FILE CONTAINING ARTWORK, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, GAMES, AND INTERNET WEB LINKS RELATING TO COMICS; WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICE FEATURING VOICE, DATA AND IMAGE TRANSMISSION INCLUDING VOICE, TEXT AND PICTURE MESSAGING, A VIDEO AND STILL IMAGE CAMERA, ALSO FUNCTIONAL TO PURCHASE MUSIC, GAMES, VIDEO AND SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OVER THE AIR FOR DOWNLOADING TO THE DEVICE, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
FIRST USE 5-1-2010; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2010.

FOR: BOOK AND REVIEW PUBLISHING; BOOK PUBLISHING; PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMIC BOOKS AND GRAPHIC NOVELS; PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMIC STRIPS, IN CLASS 41 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-20-2010; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2013.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF AUSTRALIA REG. NO. 1362623, DATED 5-20-2010, EXPIRES 5-20-2020.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “COMICS”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SER. NO. 86-975,212, FILED 7-21-2013.
PEARL, ERIC (UNITED STATES INDIVIDUAL)
P.O. BOX 3600
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90078

Reg. No. 4,618,170
Registered Oct. 7, 2014
Amended Nov. 25, 2014
Int. Cls.: 16 and 41

TRADEMARK
SERVICE MARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

FOR: PRINTED MATTER AND PAPER GOODS, NAMELY, NOTE CARDS; POSTERS; PRINTED BROCHURES, SEMINARS, PAMPHLETS, FLYERS, AND PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS ON THE SUBJECT OF PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, SPIRITUAL, AND ENERGETIC HEALING; BROCHURES ABOUT SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, SPIRITUAL AND ENERGETIC HEALING, PAMPHLETS ABOUT SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, SPIRITUAL AND ENERGETIC HEALING, IN CLASS 16 (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 1-31-2013; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2013.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,757,926, 3,468,837 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CIRCLE WITH A SQUIGGLY LINE WITHIN, WITH A DOT NEXT TO THE LINE; TO THE RIGHT OF THE CIRCLE IS THE WORD "THE"; TO THE RIGHT OF THE WORD "THE" IS THE WORD "RECONNECTION" WITH THE "R" IN DESIGN FORMAT.

SER. NO. 85-849,832, FILED 2-14-2013.
United States of America
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Proffer

Reg. No. 4,621,057
Registered Oct. 14, 2014
Corrected Nov. 25, 2014

FOR: ABACUSES; ACID HYDROMETERS; ACIDIMETERS FOR BATTERIES; ACOUSTIC CONDUITS; ACOUSTIC COUPLERS; ACTINOMETERS; ADDING MACHINES; AERIALS; AEROMETERS; AIR ANALYSIS APPARATUS; ALIDADES; ALTIMETERS; AMMETERS; AMPLIFIERS; ANEMOMETERS; ANODE BATTERIES; ANODES; ANSWERING MACHINES; ANTI-GLARE GLASSES; ANTICATHODES; ARMATURES FOR USE IN ELECTRICAL APPARATUS; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS FOR MEDICAL INSTRUCTION PURPOSES; ASBESTOS CLOTHING FOR PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE; ASBESTOS SAFETY SCREENS FOR FIREFIGHTERS; AUDIOVISUAL RECEIVERS; AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES (ATM); AUTOMATIC INDICATORS OF LOW PRESSURE IN TIRES; AUTOMOTIVE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, namely, WATER TEMPERATURE GAUGES, AIR FUEL/RATIO GAUGES, BOOST GAUGES, VACUUM GAUGES AND EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE GAUGES; BAGS ADAPTED FOR LAPTOPS; BALANCES; BAR CODE READERS; BAROMETERS; BATTERIES FOR LIGHTING; BATTERIES, ELECTRIC; BATTERIES, ELECTRIC, FOR VEHICLES; BATTERY BOXES; BATTERY CHARGERS; BETATRONS; BINOCULARS; BLANK MAGNETIC DISKS; BLANK OPTICAL DATA CARRIERS; BLANK RECORDABLE OPTICAL DISC; BLANK USB FLASH DRIVES; BLANK VIDEO CASSETTES; BLUEPRINTING MACHINES; BOILER CONTROL INSTRUMENTS; BREATHING APPARATUS FOR UNDERWATER SWIMMING; BULLET-PROOF WAISTCOATS; CABINETS FOR LOUDSPEAKERS; CABLES, ELECTRIC; CALCULATING MACHINES; CAMCORDERS; CAMERAS; CAPACITORS; CARPENTERS’ FOLDING RULES; CASES FITTED WITH DISSECTING INSTRUMENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC OR RESEARCH PURPOSES; CASES FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS; CASSETTE PLAYERS; CATHODES; CELL PHONE STRAPS; CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS (CPU); CHARGERS FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES; CHOKING COILS FOR USE IN ELECTRICAL APPARATUS; CHROMATOGRAPHY APPARATUS FOR LABORATORY USE; CHRONOGRAPHS FOR USE AS SPECIALIZED TIME RECORDING APPARATUSES; CINEMATOGRAPHIC CAMERAS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS FEATURING EXPOSED FILMS; CIRCUIT BREAKERS AND CIRCUIT CLOSERS; CLINOMETERS; CLOTHING FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS, IRRADIATION AND FIRE; CLOTHING FOR PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE; COAXIAL CABLES; COIN-OPERATED MECHANISMS FOR TELEVISION SETS; COMMUTATORS; COMPACT DISC PLAYERS; COMPACT DISCS FEATURING AUDIO, VIDEO, READ-ONLY MEMORY; COMPARES; COMPASSES; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER MEMORY HARDWARE; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, RECORDED; COMPUTER
Reg. No. 4,621,057 PERIPHERAL DEVICES; COMPUTERS; CONNECTIONS FOR ELECTRIC LINES; CONNECTORS FOR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS; CONTACT LENSES; CONTAINERS FOR CONTACT LENSES; CONVERTERS; COVERS FOR ELECTRIC OUTLETS; CRASH TEST DUMMIES; CURRENT RECTIFIERS; CYCLOTRONS; DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COUPLERS; DECOMPRESSION CHAMBERS; DECORATIVE MAGNETS; DEDEMAGNETIZERS FOR MAGNETIC TAPES; DENSIMETERS; DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR IDENTIFYING REFRIGERANT TYPE AND PURITY IN AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS; DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR TESTING FOOD; DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR THE DETECTION OF PATHOGENS FOR LABORATORY OR RESEARCH USE; DICTATING MACHINES; DIGITAL PHOTO FRAMES; DIRECTIONAL COMPASSES; DISCHARGE TUBES, ELECTRIC, OTHER THAN FOR LIGHTING; DISK DRIVES; DISTANCE MEASURING APPARATUS; DISTILLATION APPARATUS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; DISTRIBUTION BOXES FOR ELECTRICAL POWER; DIVERS MASKS; DIVING GLOVES; DIVING SUITS; DNA CHIPS; DOSIMETERS; DOWNLOADABLE IMAGE FILE CONTAINING ARTWORK, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, GAMES AND INTERNET WEB LINKS RELATING TO SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC FILES; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES FOR MOBILE PHONES; DRYING APPARATUS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; DVD PLAYERS; DYNAMOMETERS; EAR PLUGS FOR DIVERS; EGG-CANDLERS; ELECTRIC ACCUMULATORS; ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS; ELECTRIC COUPLINGS; ELECTRIC DOOR BELLS; ELECTRIC FENCES; ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS FOR THE REMOTE CONTROL OF INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS; ELECTRIC LIGHT DIMMERS; ELECTRIC LOCKS; ELECTRIC RELAYS; ELECTRIC RESISTANCES; ELECTRIC SWITCHES; ELECTRIC WIRES; ELECTRICAL INDUCTORS; ELECTRICITY CONDUITS; ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION CONSOLES; ELECTRICITY LIMITERS; ELECTRO-DYNAMIC APPARATUS FOR THE REMOTE CONTROL OF SIGNALS; ELECTROLYSERS; ELECTROMAGNETIC COILS; ELECTRONIC AGENDAS; ELECTRONIC NOTICE BOARDS; ELECTRONIC PARKING LOT TICKET DISPENSERS; ELECTRONIC PENS; ELECTRONIC POCKET TRANSLATORS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, E-ZINES FEATURING DOWNLOADABLE PUBLICATION RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA; ELECTRONIC TAGS FOR GOODS; ELECTRONIC TAXIMETERS; EPIDIASCOPES; EROMETERS NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; EXPOSED X-RAY FILM; EXPOSURE METERS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVICES; EYE GLASS CASES; EYEGASS CHAINS; EYEGASS CORDS; EYEGASS FRAMES; FACSIMILE MACHINES; FIBRE-OPTIC CABLES; FILTERS FOR RESPIRATORY MASKS; FIRE ALARMS; FIRE BLANKETS; FIRE BOATS; FIRE ENGINES; FIRE EXTINGUISHERS; FIRE HOSE NOZZLES; FIRE HOSES; FIRE PUMPS; FLASH BULBS; FLASHLIGHTS FOR USE IN PHOTOGRAPHY; FLOPPY DISCS FOR COMPUTERS FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT, FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, FOR WORD PROCESSING, FOR ACCOUNTING, FOR STORING DATA; FLUORESCENT SCREENS; FOOD SAFETY MONITORING DEVICES, NAMLY, FOOD ANALYSIS APPARATUS; FRAMES FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSPARENCIES; FRAMES FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSPARENCIES; FRAMES FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSPARENCIES; FREQUENCY METERS; FUSE WIRE; FUSES; FUSES; FUSES FOR AUTOMOBILES; FUSES FOR ELECTRIC CURRENT; GALENA CRYSTAL DETECTORS FOR USE IN ELECTRONICS; GALVANIC BATTERIES; GALVANIC CELLS; GALVANOMETERS; GARMENTS AND CLOTHES FOR PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE; GAS TESTING INSTRUMENTS; GASOMETERS; GLASS COVERED WITH AN ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR; GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS); GLOVES FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS; GOGGLES FOR SPORTS; GRADUATED GLASSWARE; GRIDS FOR BATTERIES; HANDS FREE KITS FOR PHONES; HEAD CLEANING TAPES FOR AUDIO AND VISUAL RECORDER; HEADPHONES; HELIOGRAPHIC APPARATUS; HOLDERS FOR ELECTRIC COILS; HOLOGRAM APPARATUS; HORNS FOR LOUDSPEAKERS; HOURGLASSES; HYDROMETERS; HYDROMETERS; INCUBATORS FOR BACTERIA CULTURE; INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS AND COMPONENTS; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS AND COMPONENTS; INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHIPS; INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHIPS, AND INTEGRATED CIRCUIT MODULES FOR ENCODING AND DECODING DIGITAL VIDEO; INTERFACES FOR COMPUTERS; INVERTERS; IONIZATION APPARATUS NOT FOR THE TREATMENT OF AIR OR WATER; JUKE BOXES; JUKE BOXES FOR COMPUTERS; JUNCTION BOXES; JUNCTION SLEEVES FOR ELECTRIC CABLES; KNEE PADS FOR WORKERS; LABORATORY APPARATUS, NAMELY, CENTRIFUGES; LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES, NAMELY, CALIPERS; LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND
SUPPLIES, NAMELY, TEST TUBES; LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CUPELS; LABORATORY FURNITURE; LACTODENSI METERS; LACTOMETERS; LAPTOP COMPUTERS; LASER EQUIPMENT FOR NON-MEDICAL PURPOSES; LENS HOODS; LENSES FOR ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY; LETTER SCALES; LEVELLING RODS; LIFE BELTS; LIFE JACKETS; LIFE NETS; LIFE SAVING RAFTS; LIFE-BUOYS; LIGHT CONDUCTING FILAMENTS; LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LEDS); LIGHTING BALLASTS; LIGHTNING ARRESTERS; LOUD SPEAKERS; LUMINOUS BEACONS; LUMINOUS OR MECHANICAL ROAD SIGNS; LUMINOUS SIGNS; MAGIC LANTERNS; MAGNETIC ENCODED IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS; MAGNETIC ENCODERS; MAGNETIC TAPE FOR USE IN DECORATING LOCKERS AND OTHER METAL SURFACE AND FOR USE IN ATTACHING AN OBJECT TO A LOCKER OR OTHER METAL SURFACE; MAGNETIC TAPE UNITS FOR COMPUTERS; MAGNETIC WIRE; MAGNETICALLY ENCODED IDENTITY CARDS; MAGNETS; MAGNIFYING GLASSES; MAGNIFYING PEEPHOLES FOR DOORS; MANOMETERS; MARINE COMPASSES; MARINE DEPTH FINDERS; MARKER BUOYS; MARKING GAUGES FOR JOINERY PURPOSES; MASTS FOR WIRELESS AERIALS; MEASURING APPARATUS FOR TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY LEVELS IN GASES AND SOLID SUBSTANCES; MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY, ANGLE FINDERS; MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY, BEVELS; MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY, CLAMP METERS FOR MEASURING ELECTRICITY; MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY, LASER DISTANCE METERS; MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY, RAIN GAUGES; MEASURING DEVICES, NAMELY, FLUOROMETERS; MEASURING INSTRUMENTATION AND APPARATUS, NAMELY, DIGITIZERS; MEASURING SPOONS; MECHANICAL SIGNS; MECHANISMS FOR COIN OPERATED APPARATUS; MEGAPHONES; METAL DETECTORS; METEOROLOGICAL BALLOONS; METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS; METRONOMES; MICROPHONES; MICROPROCESSORS; MICROSCOPES; MICROTOMES; MICROWAVE Ovens FOR LABORATORY USE; MIRROR AND STAR DIAGONALS; MODEMS; MONEY COUNTING AND SORTING MACHINES; MOUSEPADS; NAUTICAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, UNDERWATER HOUSINGS FOR CAMERAS, UNDERWATER ENCLOSURES FOR CAMERAS AND UNDERWATER ENCLOSURES FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES; NAVIGATION APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES; NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS FOR VEHICLES; NEON SIGNS; NETS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS; NOSE CLIPS FOR DIVERS AND SWIMMERS; NOTEBOOK AND LAPTOP COMPUTERS; OCTANTS; OHMMETERS; OPTICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, OPTICAL PORTS FOR UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY, DOME PORTS FOR UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY, WET DIOPTERS, ADAPTER LENSES FOR UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY; OPTICAL CHARACTER READERS; OPTICAL GLASSES; OPTICAL LAMPS; OPTICAL LENSES; OSCILLOGRAPH; OXONISERS; PARKING METERS; PARTICLE ACCELERATORS; Pedometers; PERISCOPIES; PERSONAL STEREOs; PETRI DISHES USED IN LABORATORY RESEARCH; PHONOGRAPH; PHOTO CIPERS; PHOTOGRAPHIC FILTERS; PHOTOGRAPHY DARKROOM LAMPS; PHOTOGRAPHY DRYING RACKS; PHOTOMETERS; PHOTOTELEGRAPHY APPARATUS; PHOTOLUMINESCENT CELLS; PINCONEZ; PIPELINEs; PITOT TUBES; PLANIMETERS; PLATES FOR BATTERIES; PLOTTERS; PLUG CONNECTORS; PLUMB BOBS; PLUMB LINES; POCKET CALCULATORS; POLARIMETERS; PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS; PORTABLE TELEPHONES; PRE-RECORDED USB FLASH DRIVES FEATURING ELECTRONIC DATA; PRECISION BALANCES; PRESSURE INDICATING PLUGS FOR VALVES; PRESSURE INDICATORS; PRESSURE MEASURING APPARATUS; PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS; PRINTED CIRCUITS; PRINTERS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS; PRISMS FOR OPTICS PURPOSES; PROJECTION SCREENs; PROTECTION MASKS; PROTECTIVE EYE PIECES; PROTECTIVE GLOVES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; PROTECTIVE HELMETS; PROTECTIVE HELMETS FOR SPORTS; PROTECTIVE SUITS FOR AVIATORS; PROTRACTORS; PUNCHED CARD OFFICE MACHINES; PYROMETERS; RADAR APPARATUS; RADIO PAGERS; RADIOS; RADIO TELEGRAPHY SETS; RADIO TELEPHONY SETS; REACTORS; COILS; RETORTS AND CRACKERS FOR USE IN HIGH TEMPERATURE CHEMICAL REACTIONS; RECORD PLAYERS; REFRAC TOMETERS; REMOTE CONTROLS FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICES; RESPIRATORS OTHER THAN FOR ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION; RESUSCITATION MANNEQUINS; RHEOSTATS; RIDING HELMETS; SACCHAROMETERS; SAFETY RESTRAINTS; SAFETY TARPALINS; SAFETY TRAFFIC CONES; SALINOMETERS; SATELLITE NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEM, NAMELY,
A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS); SATELLITES FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; SCALES; SCANNERS; SCREW-TAPPING GAUGES; SEMI-CONDUCTORS; SEXTANTS; SHEATHS FOR ELECTRIC CABLES; SHOES FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS AND FIRE; SHUTTER RELEASES; SHUTTERS; SIGHTING TELESCOPES FOR FIREARMS; SIGNAL BELLS; SIGNAL WHISTLES; SIGNALLING BUOYS; SIMULATORS FOR THE STEERING AND CONTROL OF VEHICLES; SIRENS; SLEEVES FOR LAPTOPS; SLIDE CALIPERS; SLIDE OR PHOTOGRAPH PROJECTION APPARATUS; SLIDE PROJECTORS; SLIDE-RULES; SMOKE DETECTORS; SOLAR BATTERIES; SOLDERS' HELMETS; SOLENOID VALVES; SONAR; SOUND ALARMS; SOUND RECORDING APPARATUS; SOUND REPRODUCTION APPARATUS; SOUND TRANSMITTING APPARATUS; SPECTACLE CASES; SPECTACLE FRAMES; SPECTACLE LENSES; SPECTACLES; SPECTROGRAPH APPARATUS; SPEED INDICATORS; SPEED REGULATORS FOR RECORD PLAYERS; SPEEDOMETERS; SPEEDOMETERS FOR VEHICLES; SPHEROMETERS; SPIRIT LEVELS; SPOOLs FOR CAMERAS; SPRINKLER SYSTEMS FOR FIRE PROTECTION; STANDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS; STEP UP TRANSFORMERS; STEREOSCOPIES; STILLS FOR LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS; STROBSCOPIES; SUNGLASSES; SURVEYING CHAINS; SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS; SURVEYORS' LEVELS; SWITCH BOXES; SWITCHBOARDS; TACHOMETERS; TAPE RECORDERS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTERS; TELEGRAPH WIRES; TELEGRAPHS; TELEMETERS; TELEPHONE APPARATUS; TELEPHONE RECEIVERS; TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS; TELEPHONE WIRES; TELERPRINTERS; TELERECORDERs; TELESCOPES; TELEVISION APPARATUS FOR PROJECTION PURPOSES; TEMPERATURE INDICATOR LABELS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; TEMPERATURE INDICATORS; TERMINALS FOR RADIO TELEPHONES; TEST WEIGHTS; TESTING APPARATUS FOR TESTING PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS; THEODOLITES; THERMIONIC TUBES; THERMOMETERS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; THERMOSTATS; TIME CLOCKS; TIME RECORDING APPARATUS; TIME SWITCHES; TONE ARMS FOR RECORD PLAYERS; TRAFFIC LIGHTS; TRANSFORMERS; TRANSISTORS; TRANSMITTERS OF ELECTRONIC SIGNALS; TRASPOnders; TRIPods; VACUUM TUBES FOR RADIOS; VARIOMETERS; VEHICLE BREAKDOWN WARNING TRIANGLES; VEHICLE ENGINE PARTS, namely, THERMOstats; VEHICLE RADIOS; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; VIDEO RECORDERS; VIDEO SCREENS; VIDEO TELEPHONES; VIEWFINDERS; VISCOSIMETERS; VOLTAGE REGULATORS FOR VEHICLES; VOLTAGE SURGE PROTECTORS; VOLTMETERS; VOTING MACHINES; WAFERS FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; WALKIE-TALKIES; WATER LEVEL INDICATORS; WATER METERS; WAVEmETERS; WEIGHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; WEIGHING MACHINES; WIND SOCKS FOR INDICATING WIND DIRECTION AND INTENSITY; WIRE CONNECTORS; WORKMEN'S PROTECTIVE FACE SHIELDS; WRIST RESTS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS; X-RAY APPARATUS NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHS, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; X-RAY TUBES, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, IN CLASS 9 (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FOR: ACCOUNTING SERVICES; ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSING OF PURCHASE ORDERS; ADVERTISING AND MARKETING; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS OPERATIONS; ARRANGING NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR OTHERS; ARRANGING SUBSCRIPTIONS TO TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; AUCTIONEERING; BILL-POSTING; BUSINESS APPRAISALS; BUSINESS AUDITING; BUSINESS EFFICIENCY EXPERT SERVICES; BUSINESS INFORMATION AND INQUIRIES; BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL COMPANIES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, ALSO VIA THE INTERNET; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF HOTELS FOR OTHERS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF SPORTS PEOPLE; BUSINESS ORGANIZATION CONSULTING; BUSINESS RESEARCH; COMMERCIAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE LICENSING OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS; COMPIlATION OF STATISTICS; COMPIlING OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; COMPUTERIZED FILE MANAGEMENT; COST PRICE ANALYSIS; CREATING AND UPDATING ADVERTISING MATERIAL; DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS; DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER;
DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES FOR PUBLICITY PURPOSES; DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION; ECONOMIC FORECASTING AND ANALYSIS; EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES; IMPORT AND EXPORT AGENCIES; MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS; MARKET STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF MARKET STUDIES; MARKETING RESEARCH SERVICES; MESSAGE TRANSCRIPTION; MODELING FOR ADVERTISING OR SALES PROMOTION; NEWS CLIPPING SERVICES; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER NETWORKS; ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS AND TRADE FAIRS FOR BUSINESS AND PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES; OUTSOURCING SERVICES; PAYROLL PREPARATION; PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION; PERSONNEL PLACEMENT AND RECRUITMENT; PHOTOCOPYING SERVICES; PRICE COMPARISON SERVICES; PROCUREMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROCUREMENT OF CONTRACTS FOR OTHERS FOR THE PURCHASE OF ENERGY; PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING FILMS; PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTATION; PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING FOR THE SELECTION OF PERSONNEL.; PUBLIC OPINION POLLING; PUBLIC RELATIONS; PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS; PUBLICITY AGENTS; RADIO ADVERTISING; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA; RENTAL OF PUBLICITY MATERIAL; RENTAL OF TYPEWRITERS AND COPYING MACHINES; RENTAL OF VENDING MACHINES; SALES PROMOTION; SECRETARIAL AND CLERICAL SERVICES; SHORTHAND SERVICES; SPONSORSHIP SEARCH; SYSTEMATIZATION OF DATA IN COMPUTER DATABASES; TAX PREPARATION; TELEMARKETING; TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE; TELEVISION ADVERTISING; TYPING; WORD PROCESSING; WRITING OF PUBLICITY TEXTS , IN CLASS 35 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). .

FOR: ACCIDENT INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; ACTUARIAL SERVICES; ANTIQUE APPRAISAL; APARTMENT HOUSE MANAGEMENT; ART APPRAISAL; BANKING; BROKERAGE IN THE FIELD OF ART, INSURANCE, STOCKS, COMMODITIES; BROKERAGE OF CARBON CREDITS; BUSINESS LIQUIDATION SERVICES; CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING; CHECK VERIFICATION; CLEARING AND RECONCILING FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; CREDIT BUREAUX; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; CUSTOMS BROKERAGE; DEBIT CARD SERVICES; DEBT ADVISORY SERVICES; DEBT COLLECTION AGENCIES; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER; EXCHANGING MONEY; FACTORING AGENCY SERVICES; FIDUCIARY SERVICES, NAMELY, FIDUCIARY REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES; FINANCIAL ANALYSES; FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY; FINANCIAL EVALUATION FOR INSURANCE PURPOSES; FINANCIAL EVALUATION OF WOOL.; FINANCIAL GUARANTEES; FINANCIAL INFORMATION; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL SPONSORSHIP OF CONSUMER SERVICES; FINANCIAL VALUATIONS; FINANCING SERVICES; FIRE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; FISCAL VALUATIONS; FUND INVESTMENT CONSULTATION; HEALTH INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; HIRE PURCHASE FINANCING; HOME BANKING; HOUSING AGENCIES; INSTALLMENT LOANS; INSURANCE BROKERAGE; INSURANCE CONSULTANCY; INSURANCE INFORMATION; INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES FOR ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE; ISSUANCE OF CREDIT CARDS; ISSUE OF TOKENS OF VALUE; ISSUING OF TRAVELLERS' CHECKS; JEWELRY APPRAISAL; LEASING OF FARMS; LEASING OF REAL ESTATE; LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; LOAN FINANCING; MARINE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; MORTGAGE BANKING; MUTUAL FUNDS AND CAPITAL INVESTMENT; NUMISMATIC APPRAISAL; PAWN BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT OF VACATION HOMES, HOMES, RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES, APARTMENTS, CONDOMINIUMS, RENTAL PROPERTIES, OFFICE BUILDINGS, RETAIL SPACES, RESTAURANTS; RENT COLLECTION; RENTAL OF FLATS, STUDIOS AND ROOMS; RENTAL OF OFFICE SPACE; REPAIR COST EVALUATION; SAFE DEPOSIT BOX SERVICES; SAVINGS BANK SERVICES; SECURITIES BROKERAGE; STAMP APPRAISAL; STOCK BROKERAGE SERVICES; STOCK EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS, IN CLASS 36 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). .

RN # 4,621,057
FOR: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION; COMMUNICATION BY ELECTRONIC COMPUTER TERMINALS; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBRE-OPTIC NETWORKS; COMMUNICATIONS BY TELEGRAPHS; COMMUNICATIONS BY TELEPHONE; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION AND IMAGES; ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES; ELECTRONIC MAIL; FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION; INFORMATION ABOUT TELECOMMUNICATION; MESSAGE SENDING VIA A WEBSITE; PAGING SERVICES; PROVIDING ACCESS TO DATABASES; PROVIDING INTERNET CHATROOMS; PROVIDING ON-LINE FORUMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; RADIO BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF ACCESS TIME TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; RENTAL OF FACSIMILE APPARATUS; RENTAL OF MODEMS; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; RENTAL OF TELEPHONES; SATELLITE TRANSMISSION; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING AND JUNCTION SERVICES; TELECONFERENCE SERVICES; TELEGRAPH SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL FILES; TRANSMISSION OF GREETING CARDS ONLINE; TRANSMISSION OF TELEGRAMS; VIDEO CONFERENCING SERVICES; VOICE MAIL SERVICES; WIRELESS BROADCASTING, IN CLASS 38 (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). .

FOR: AIR TRANSPORT; AMBULANCE TRANSPORT; ANIMAL REMOVAL SERVICES; ARMORED-CAR TRANSPORT; ARRANGING OF CRUISES; ARRANGING TRAVEL TOURS; BARGE TRANSPORT; BOAT RENTAL; BOAT STORAGE; BOOKING OF SEATS FOR TRAVEL; BOTTLING SERVICES; BUS TRANSPORT; CANAL LOCK GATE OPERATION; CAR PARKING; CAR RENTAL; CAR TRANSPORT; CHAUFFEUR SERVICES; CONDUCTING SIGHTSEEING TRAVEL TOURS FOR OTHERS; COURIER SERVICES; DELIVERY OF GOODS; DELIVERY OF GOODS BY MAIL ORDER; DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY; ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION; ESCORTING OF TRAVELLERS; FERRY-BOAT TRANSPORT; FLOWER DELIVERY; FRANKING OF MAIL; FREIGHT BROKERAGE; FREIGHT FORWARDING; FREIGHTING SERVICES; GARAGE RENTAL; GUARDED TRANSPORT OF VALUABLES; ICE BREAKING FOR THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY; LAUNCHING OF SATELLITES FOR OTHERS; LIGHTERAGE SERVICES; MARINE TRANSPORT; MESSAGE DELIVERY; MOTOR COACH RENTAL; NEWSPAPER DELIVERY; ORGANISATION OF SIGHTSEEING TRAVEL TOURS; PACKAGING AND PARCELING OF GOODS FOR TRANSPORT PURPOSES, NAMELY, THE PACKING OF GOODS USING SUSTAINABLE OR BIODEGRADABLE PACKAGING AND SHIPPING MATERIALS; PARCEL DELIVERY; PARKING SPACE RENTAL; PASSENGER TRANSPORT; PHYSICAL STORAGE OF ELECTRONICALLY-STORED DATA OR DOCUMENTS; PILOTING; PLEASURE BOAT CRUISES; PORTERAGE; RAILWAY COACH RENTAL; RAILWAY TRANSPORT; REFLOATING OF SHIPS; REFRIGERATOR RENTAL; RENTAL OF AIRCRAFT; RENTAL OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES; RENTAL OF DEEP WATER DIVING SUITS; RENTAL OF DIVING BELLS; RENTAL OF FREEZERS; RENTAL OF MOTOR RACING CARS; RENTAL OF STORAGE CONTAINERS; RENTAL OF VEHICLE ROOF RACKS; RENTAL OF WAREHOUSES; RENTAL OF WHEELCHAIRS; RESCUE SERVICES; RIVER TRANSPORT BY BOAT; RIVER TRANSPORT BY SHIP; SALVAGE OF SHIPS; SHIP BROKERAGE; SHIP REPAIR; STORAGE OF GOODS; TAXI TRANSPORT; TRAFFIC INFORMATION; TRAM TRANSPORT; TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF TRASH; TRANSPORT BROKERAGE; TRANSPORT BY PIPELINE; TRANSPORT OF TRAVELLERS; TRANSPORT RESERVATION; TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION; TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SHUTTLE SERVICES BY CARTING, FREIGHTING; TRUCK HAULING; UNDERWATER SALVAGE; UNLOADING CARGO; VEHICLE RENTAL; VEHICLE TOWING; WAREHOUSE STORAGE; WATER DISTRIBUTION; WATER SUPPLY, IN CLASS 39 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105). .

FOR: ANALYSIS OF OIL FIELDS; ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTATION; AUTHENTICATING WORKS OF ART; BACTERIOLOGICAL RESEARCH; BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH; CALIBRATION; CHEMICAL ANALYSIS; CHEMICAL RESEARCH; CHEMIST SERVICES; CLOUD
SEEDING; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN; COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN SERVICES; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; COMPUTER VIRUS PROTECTION SERVICES; CONDUCTING CLINICAL TRIALS FOR OTHERS; CONSTRUCTION DRAFTING; CONVERSION OF DATA OR DOCUMENTS FROM PHYSICAL TO ELECTRONIC MEDIA; COSMETICS RESEARCH; CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA OR INFORMATION; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; DESIGN OF INTERIOR DECOR; DIGITIZATION OF DOCUMENTS; DRESS DESIGNING; DUPLICATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS; ENERGY AUDITING; ENGINEERING; GEOLOGICAL PROSPECTING; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS AND RESEARCH; GRAPHIC ARTS DESIGN; HANDWRITING ANALYSIS; HOSTING OF WEB SITES; INDUSTRIAL DESIGN; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING SERVICES; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; LAND SURVEYING; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MATERIAL TESTING; MECHANICAL RESEARCH; MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS BY REMOTE ACCESS TO ENSURE PROPER FUNCTIONING; OIL PROSPECTING; OIL WELL TESTING; OIL-FIELD SURVEYS; PACKAGING DESIGN; PHYSICS RESEARCH; PROVIDING SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY IN RELATION TO CARBON OFFSETTING; PROVISION OF SEARCH ENGINES FOR THE INTERNET; QUALITY CONTROL FOR OTHERS; QUALITY EVALUATION OF STANDING TIMBER; QUALITY EVALUATION OF WOOL; RECOVERY OF COMPUTER DATA; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; RENTAL OF WEB SERVERS; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS; RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION; SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY SERVICES; SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH; SERVER HOSTING; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT, SERVICE DESK MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNTING, WORD PROCESSING, USE AS A SPREADSHEET, PROVIDING CONSUMER SERVICE PLATFORM; SURVEYING; TECHNICAL RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF AERONAUTICS; TEXTILE TESTING; UNDERWATER EXPLORATION; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; URBAN PLANNING; VEHICLE ROADWORTHINESS TESTING; WATERSHED SERVICES; WEATHER FORECASTING; WEB SITE DESIGN CONSULTANCY, IN CLASS 42 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FOR: BAR SERVICES; BOARDING FOR ANIMALS; BOARDING HOUSES; CAFES; CAFETERIAS; CANTEEN SERVICES; DAY-CARE CENTRES; FOOD AND DRINK CATERING; HOTELS; MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS; MOTEL SERVICES; PROVIDING CAMPGROUND FACILITIES; PROVIDING TEMPORARY LODGING AT HOLIDAY CAMPS; RENTAL OF CHAIRS, TABLES, TABLE LINEN, GLASSWARE; RENTAL OF COOKING APPARATUS; RENTAL OF DRINKING WATER DISPENSERS; RENTAL OF LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR OTHER THAN FOR THEATRICAL SETS OR TELEVISION STUDIOS; RENTAL OF MEETING ROOMS; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RENTAL OF TENTS; RESERVATION OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RESTAURANTS; RETIREMENT HOMES; SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS; SNACK-BARS; TOURIST HOMES, IN CLASS 43 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FOR: ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE SERVICES; ANIMAL BREEDING; ANIMAL GROOMING; AQUACULTURE SERVICES, NAMELY, THE CULTIVATION AND BREEDING OF PLANTS OR ANIMALS IN A WATER ENVIRONMENT; AROMATHERAPY SERVICES; ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION SERVICES; BEAUTY SALONS; BLOOD BANK SERVICES; CHIROPRACTICS; DENTISTRY; FARMING EQUIPMENT RENTAL; FLOWER ARRANGING; HAIR IMPLANTATION; HAIRDRESSING SALONS; HEALTH CARE; HEALTH COUNSELING; HEALTH SPA SERVICES FOR HEALTH AND WELLNESS OF THE BODY AND SPIRIT; HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, BODY WRAPS, MUD TREATMENTS, SEAWEED TREATMENTS, HYDROTHERAPY BATHS, AND BODY SCRUBS; HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES; HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, LASER TREATMENTS FOR ACNE, REJUVENATION, SCARS, TATTOO REMOVAL AND FOR FACIALS AND MASSAGE; HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAMS; HORTICULTURE SERVICES; HOSPICES; HOSPITALS; IN VITRO FERTILIZATION SERVICES; LANDSCAPE DESIGN; LANDSCAPE GARDENING; LAWN
Reg. No. 4,621,057  CARE; MANICURING; MASSAGE; MEDICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES; MEDICAL CLINICS; MIDWIFE SERVICES; NURSING HOMES; NURSING SERVICES; OPERATION OF PUBLIC BATHS FOR SANITARY PURPOSES; OPTICIANS' SERVICES; PET GROOMING SERVICES; PHARMACEUTICAL ADVICE; PHARMACISTS' SERVICES TO MAKE UP PRESCRIPTIONS; PHYSIOTHERAPY; PLANT NURSERIES; PLASTIC SURGERY SERVICES; PROVIDING TURKISH BATH FACILITIES; REHABILITATION FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PATIENTS; RENTAL OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT; RENTAL OF SANITATION FACILITIES; REST HOMES; SANITARIUMS; SAUNA SERVICES; SERVICES OF A PSYCHOLOGIST; SOLARIUM SERVICES; SPEECH THERAPY SERVICES; TATTOOING; TELEMEDICINE SERVICES; TREE PLANTING FOR CARBON OFFSETTING PURPOSES; TREE SURGERY; VERMIN EXTERMINATING; VETERINARY SERVICES; WEED KILLING; WREATH MAKING, IN CLASS 44 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 00003034097, FILED 12-9-2013, REG. NO. 00003034097, DATED 12-9-2013, EXPIRES 12-9-2023.  

SER. NO. 86-228,103, FILED 3-21-2014.